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ABSTRACT

Author: Hall, Thomas, M. PhD
Institution: Purdue University
Degree Received: December 2017
Title: Project-Oriented Safety Management of Rural Local Roads.
Major Professor: Andrew Tarko
Although rural areas make up 19% of the U.S. population and have 30% of the annual vehicle
miles traveled (VMT), more than half of the annual U.S. traffic fatalities (in excess of 15,000)
occur in rural areas. For higher-volume rural state roads with a considerable crash history, the
effect of road geometry, infrastructure, traffic, and roadside features on crashes has been studied
extensively. However, more than 80% of rural roads in Indiana and other heavily agricultural states
are local roads. Rural local roads have lower crash frequencies than rural state roads, but greater
crash rates (when adjusted for VMT). Rural local roads are often maintained by counties and
townships, have low-volumes, and may have obstructed sightlines, outdated geometrical designs,
and roadside obstacles that make them dangerous to roadway users. The identification and
mitigation of safety problems at high-crash locations with costly improvements, as is typically the
case with rural state roads, is not suitable for rural local roads since safety problems are less
apparent. There is a considerable risk of severe crashes at multiple locations, but it is not revealed
with a high crash frequency at particular locations.
This dissertation describes a method for assessing the risk of crashes on rural local roads.
A practical approach for obtaining geometry, roadway infrastructure, and roadside features is
presented. Such data may be lacking or incomplete in existing local repositories. The collected
road/roadside features, AADT, and crashes are used in estimating the bivariate ordered probit
model, a statistical model that is well suited to handling the lower crash counts often present on
rural local roads. The model is applied in the context of Indiana local intersections to identify the
road/roadside features influencing the risk of the fatal/injury (FI) and property damage only (PDO)
crash types.
The results suggest that increases in AADT on the major and minor roads,
driveways/access points located on the major road near the intersection, and trees/brush
obstructing the sightlines in the intersection corners increase the risk of FI and PDO crashes at
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rural local intersections. Conversely, three-leg intersections have a decreased risk of both crash
types.
Moreover, this research describes a framework that shifts the focus of benefit-cost analysis
from expensive safety improvements applied at individual locations to programs of low-cost
improvements applied uniformly over many locations. Appropriate low-cost safety improvements
were proposed with the aim of reducing the crash risk as determined from the findings of the
statistical analysis. The potential crash cost savings afforded by these improvements were found
and utilized in a benefit-cost analysis to assess the feasibility. The presented methodology may
allow agencies to better justify safety improvements on local roads that have experienced limited
crashes but for which the potential consequences are severe if crashes occur.

1

1. INTRODUCTION

Background and Motivation

1.1

More than 30,000 people die annually in motor vehicle accidents within the United States (Bureau
of Transportation Statistics, 2017). While rural areas (located outside the boundaries of towns and
cities) constitute about 19% of the U.S. population and have 30% of the annual vehicle miles
traveled (VMT), 51% of the traffic fatalities occurred there in 2014 (National Center for Statistics
and Analysis, 2016; Bureau of Transportation Statistics, 2017). This results in a fatality rate nearly
two 2.5 times greater than in urban areas as shown in Figure 1.1. During the same timeframe, the
discrepancy between the rural and urban fatality rates in Indiana was even greater: 1.83 fatalities
per 100 million VMT in rural areas as compared to 0.36 fatalities per 100 million VMT in urban
areas (Indiana Criminal Justice Institute, 2014).
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Figure 1.1 Comparison of Motor Vehicle Fatality Rates in Rural and Urban Areas (National
Center for Statistics and Analysis, 2016)
Researchers have found the drivers in rural areas are more prone to risky behavior
(including drunk driving and not wearing a seatbelt), police enforcement is less stringent, and there
is poorer accessibility to emergency medical care than in urban areas (Federal Highway
Administration, 2000; Zwerling et al., 2005; Rakauskas, Ward, & Gerberich, 2009; Minge, 2013).
Also, mean vehicle speeds are generally higher in rural areas (Huey, De Leonardis, & Freedman,
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2012). The consequences of excessive speeding on rural roads tend to be more serious than on the
urban roads that offer more forgiving designs (Federal Highway Administration, 2000).
The effect of road and roadside features on crash and fatality rates has been studied
extensively for rural state-administered roads with high-volumes and a considerable crash history.
However, the majority of rural roads are local roads maintained by townships and counties, many
of which have low-volumes. Such roads often include outdated geometrical designs, poor visibility,
and roadside obstructions that make them particularly hazardous to roadway users.
Rural local roads have less overall crashes than rural state roads, but greater crash rates
(when adjusted for VMT). The identification and mitigation of safety problems at high-crash
locations with costly improvements, as is often the case with rural state roads, is not suitable for
rural local roads since safety problems are less apparent. There is a high risk of severe crashes at
multiple locations, but it is not revealed with a high crash frequency at particular locations. This
presents a challenge for agencies looking to improve safety on such road facilities.
A technique is needed that can accurately assess the crash risk on rural local roads to
identify features that are dangerous to road users. Furthermore, safety management strategies must
be adapted in order to better justify improvements on these roads. Some of the current methods for
identifying safety-deficient locations on rural local roads, including road surveys and point-based
systems, may introduce subjectivity to the analysis. The statistical techniques for rural state roads
require sufficient crash counts. Thus, when they are applied to rural local roads with less overall
crashes, they are affected by the low-mean sample problem. Although these techniques may
identify locations with excessive crash frequencies, they may overlook other locations where there
is an excessive risk of crashes with severe outcome. This research presents an approach for rural
local roads that can help agencies better identify safety deficient roads based on their features that
contribute to high crash risk. Moreover, the research describes a framework that shifts the focus
of benefit-cost analysis from expensive safety improvements applied at individual locations to
programs of low-cost improvements applied uniformly over many locations. This will allow
agencies to better justify safety improvements on roads that have experienced limited crashes but
for which the potential consequences are severe if crashes occur.

3
Scope and Objectives

1.2

The research scope includes local roads located in rural areas outside of the official boundaries of
towns and cities. The rural local roads under consideration are maintained by county agencies and
tend to have low traffic volumes as compared to rural state roads. Furthermore, intersections of
rural local roads with state roads are included in the scope. Both paved and unpaved roads are
considered. The case study for this research is Tippecanoe County (Indiana), although the
developed methodology is transferable to rural local road networks elsewhere.

The specific research objectives include:
•

Develop a practical approach for obtaining data on the road and roadside features. This
data is often lacking or incomplete for rural local roads.

•

Develop a methodological framework for estimating the crash risk based on the road and
roadside features.

•

Identify the specific road and roadside features that influence the risk of crashes on rural
local roads.

•

Implement a project-oriented safety management framework for supporting low-cost
safety improvements on rural local roads.

Dissertation Organization

1.3

The remainder of this dissertation is organized into the following chapters and appendices:
•

Chapter 2 Review of Past Studies
This chapter examines the previous safety investigations and existing safety management
practices for rural roads, focusing in on the research conducted specifically for rural local
roads.

•

Chapter 3 Research Approach
The statistical technique is introduced, including the important modeling considerations
and the methodology’s use in the context of rural local roads.
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•

Chapter 4 Data for Rural Local Roads
This chapter discusses the method for obtaining, processing, and extracting the local road
safety data, including the road and roadside features. The method is further elaborated in
the appendix.

•

Chapter 5 Intersection Safety Analysis
In this chapter, the statistical methodology is implemented to identify specific road and
roadside features that influence the crash risk at intersections of local roads. The findings
are discussed, and an overview of the procedure for determining expected crash frequencies
from the model is provided.

•

Chapter 6 Safety Management Framework and Application
Based on results of the previous chapter, the safety management framework is utilized to
evaluate the costs and benefits of employing low-cost safety improvements at multiple
locations with identified safety-deficiencies.

•

Chapter 7 Conclusion
This chapter summarizes the findings and contributions of the research effort. The study’s
limitations and avenues for future research are discussed.

•

Appendices
The step-by-step procedure for collecting and handling rural local road data is provided in
the first appendix. The second appendix includes the results from the statistical modeling,
including the SAS input and output and the results from the GeoDa spatial analysis
software.
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2. REVIEW OF PAST STUDIES

2.1

Introduction

In this chapter, the literature on rural road safety is reviewed, including the methodologies utilized
by researchers and the road and roadside features that have been found to affect safety on such
facilities. Furthermore, current safety management practices are examined. For each of these
components, the literature review begins with rural state-administered road facilities and focuses
on rural local roads. The gaps in knowledge and limitations of past work are noted and discussed
and set the stage for the remaining dissertation.

2.2

2.2.1

Safety Investigations on Rural Roads
State roads

The effect of geometry, pavement, and traffic conditions on crashes and injuries have been
evaluated by several researchers for rural road segments and intersections. The majority of these
studies use count data models such as the Poisson or negative binomial regression and their
variations (Shankar, Mannering, & Barfield, 1995; Milton & Mannering, 1998; Vogt & Bared,
1998b; Harwood, Council, Hauer, Hughes, & Vogt, 2000; Savolainen & Tarko, 2005; Kim,
Washington, & Oh, 2006; Labi, 2006; Ye, Pendyala, Washington, Konduri, & Oh, 2009; Labi,
2011; Chen et al, 2017a; Chen et al, 2017b). Other techniques utilized by researchers include
hierarchical tree-based regression (Karlaftis & Golias, 2002), logistic regression (Barua, Azad, &
Tay, 2010), and the multivariate ordered probit (Tarko, Leckrone, & Anastasopoulos, 2012). The
road and roadside features evaluated by these researchers are now discussed in detail, first on the
national scale and then for Indiana.
2.2.1.1 National studies
Shankar et al. (1995) examined the influence of road geometry (horizontal and vertical alignment),
environmental conditions, and interactions between these factors on various types of crashes
occurring on a rural section of freeway in Washington State. Later, Milton & Mannering (1998)
conducted an analysis for principal arterial segments to determine annual crash frequency based
on geometric and traffic characteristics. The authors developed separate negative binomial models
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for Eastern and Western Washington. In addition to the section length and AADT per lane, which
act as exposure variables, the authors found that increases in the vertical grade, a greater number
of lanes, narrow right or left shoulders, and greater tangent distances between horizontal curves
tended to increase crash frequency in both models, while higher posted speed limits and increases
in the horizontal curve radius were associated with decreases in the crash frequency in both models.
With a strict focus on two-lane rural roads, Vogt & Bared (1998b) analyzed segments in
both Minnesota and Washington and intersections in Minnesota. The extended negative binomial
model was estimated for the segments. The segment model showed that increases in the roadside
hazard rating, driveway density, horizontal degree of curvature, crest curve grade rate, and absolute
grade increased crashes, while increases in lane width and shoulder width decreased crashes.
Furthermore, separate negative binomial models were developed for three-leg and four-leg
intersections. Both models intuitively indicated that the traffic volumes on the major and minor
roads were the primary factors affecting crashes. Other factors that were determined to increase
crashes at three-leg intersections included an increasing roadside hazard rating within 250 feet of
the intersection on the major road, posted speed on the main road, and intersections with a mainline
right-turn lane. At four-leg intersections, the most notable factors increasing crashes included the
number of driveways within 250 feet of the intersection on the major road and a decreasing
intersection angle. Harwood et al. (2000) later used models from Vogt & Bared (1998a), Vogt &
Bared (1998b), and Vogt (1999) as the base models for safety performance of segments and
intersections on rural two-lane highways. Crash modification factors for various geometrical,
traffic, and roadside characteristics were then utilized by Harwood et al. (2000) in developing a
crash prediction algorithm for such roads.
Kim et al. (2006) studied two-lane rural intersections in the state of Georgia, estimating
Poisson or negative binomial models for six different crash types: total, angle, head-on, rear-end,
sideswipe, and pedestrian-involved. The authors found that the major and minor road AADTs,
presence of turning lanes, and the number of driveways on the major road within 250 feet of the
intersection center were factors that were positively correlated with different types of crashes,
albeit at different significance levels. In contrast, median widths and lighting were negatively
correlated with the various crash types. Ye et al. (2009) also evaluated safety at rural intersections
on two-lane roads in Georgia, employing a system of simultaneous equations using multivariate
Poisson regression for six crash types: angle, head-on, rear-end, same direction sideswipe, opposite
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direction sideswipe, and pedestrian-involved. It was determined that both the major and minor
road AADTs significantly influenced the number of angle, head-on, and rear-end crashes.
Interestingly, wider shoulders on the major road were correlated with a greater number of angle,
same direction sideswipe, and pedestrian-involved crashes. The speed limit on the major road
showed a positive correlation with head-on crashes, but a negative correlation with same direction
sideswipe crashes. The number of left-turn lanes on the major road was positively correlated with
same direction sideswipe crashes, while the number of left-turn lanes on the minor road was
positively correlated with angle crashes. A greater number of right-turn lanes on the major road
was correlated with increased rear-end and opposite direction sideswipe crashes. A variable
incorporating both the effects of grade and curves on the major road showed a positive correlation
with same direction sideswipe crashes.
Finally, Barua et al. (2010) examined traffic fatalities at rural intersections on undivided
highways in Alberta, Canada. The researchers applied logistic regression in analyzing a variety of
characteristics (including the intersection type, horizontal alignment, and vertical alignment).
Crashes at offset intersections and T-intersections on horizontal curves, as well as those occurring
at intersections located on a constant grade or a sag curve, tended to have a greater likelihood of
being fatal.
2.2.1.2 Indiana studies
Karlaftis & Golias (2002) used hierarchical tree-based regression for predicting crash rates on rural
two-lane and multilane roads. After accounting for the AADT and section length, it was found that
changes in lane width and the pavement-related variables (type and condition) had the greatest
effect on crash rates for two-lane roads, while changes in median width and access control were
the most influential for multilane roads. Labi (2011) examined various subclasses of rural twolane highways, including major collectors, minor arterials, and principal arterials. The negative
binomial model was utilized in developing crash prediction models for different crash severities
based on geometric and pavement characteristics. Crash reduction functions were also developed
for the highway subclasses and crash severity levels with sufficient data. Increases in the lane
width, shoulder width, pavement friction number, and horizontal curve radius were found to reduce
property damage only (PDO) and injury crashes, albeit to a varying extent depending on the road
subclass. Decreases in the vertical grade were determined to reduce PDO and injury crashes.
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Chen, Saeed, & Labi (2017a) and Chen, Saeed, Alqadhi, & Labi (2017b) examined the
influence of pavement conditions, as well as other traffic and geometric factors, on the safety of
rural two-lane and multilane facilities. Chen et al. (2017a) estimated multivariate negative
binomial models, some of which incorporated random parameters, to evaluate safety across three
crash severity levels: fatal, injury, and no-injury. The researchers estimated separate models for
different pavement conditions ranging from poor to excellent. It was found that crashes were
generally reduced with improving pavement conditions. Interestingly, geometric factors were less
influential in predicting crashes for pavements in poor condition. The paper by Chen et al. (2017b)
developed random-parameters seemingly-unrelated negative binomial regression models in
evaluating the safety effects of pavement surface roughness across the fatal, injury, and no-injury
severity levels for two-lane and multilane roads. It was found that pavements in poor condition
increased crashes on multilane roads but not on two-lane roads. Among geometric factors, the
article noted that widening the lane or outside or inside shoulder may reduce the frequency of
different crash types for multilane roads, while for two-lane roads, widening the outside shoulder
may reduce the frequency of injury and no-injury crashes.
With regards to intersection safety studies, Savolainen & Tarko (2005) used negative
binomial models to analyze crashes occurring at two-way stop-controlled intersections on fourlane divided highways, some of which were located on superelevated curves. The researchers
found that the intersections on superelevated curves did indeed have an increased crash frequency
and severity in relation to intersections on the tangent. Moreover, right-angle and single-vehicle
crashes were overrepresented at the intersections located on curves, and a higher proportion of
crashes occurred under nighttime conditions. Later, Tarko et al. (2012) studied rural intersections
located on high-speed divided highways in Indiana and Michigan. The authors estimated a
multivariate (trivariate) ordered probit model that simultaneously modeled crash frequency and
three crash severity levels: severe injury, minor injury, and PDO. The AADT on the major road,
as well as geometric factors such as left- or right-turn bays on the major road were found to increase
the crash risk at the various severity levels. In contrast, the presence of left- and right-turn
acceleration lanes, medians of 80 or more feet in width, and intersection angles between 75 and 90
degrees tended to decrease the risk of crashes for certain severity levels. Crash reduction factors
were estimated for safety countermeasures related to the factors decreasing crash risk at each
severity level.
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2.2.2

Local roads

While the factors affecting safety on rural state-administered roads have been frequently studied,
the existing literature for rural local roads is less developed. The programs implemented to evaluate
safety on local roads vary on a state-by-state basis and are often conducted with the assistance of
Local Technical Assistance Programs (LTAPs) (Park, McTish, Holman, Giancola, & Davenport,
2016).
Labi (2006) evaluated safety on rural two-lane roads in Indiana, including county roads.
The researchers conducted a field inventory on a portion of the road segments throughout
Tippecanoe county and developed a crash prediction equation. Crash reduction factors for lane
width, shoulder width, shoulder type, driveway density, horizontal curve density, and surface type
were developed in the study.
An evaluation of safety on local roads in Louisiana was conducted using the Empirical
Bayes framework and tail probabilities to determine the segments and intersections most in need
of safety improvements (Schneider, Sun, & Kelle, 2014). The roads examined in this study also
included urban and suburban local roads in addition to the rural local roads and tended to have
high-volumes. The researchers utilized the developed framework to evaluate crashes based on the
AADT and features such as the lane width, shoulder width, curves, driveway density, and speed
limits for segments and turn lanes and traffic controls for intersections.
Rural local roads are often characterized by low traffic volumes. The definition of lowvolume roads vary, representing roads with AADTs of 400 vehicles per day (vpd) or less all the
way up to 2000 vpd or less. Avelar, Dixon, & Schertz (2015) evaluated low-volume road segments
(AADTs of 1000 vpd or less) in Washington State. The researchers attempted to determine
segments which had an abnormally high fatal and injury crashes by estimating safety performance
functions (SPFs) in line with the procedures of the Highway Safety Manual (HSM). Various plots
were developed for assessing the need for safety improvements on tangent sections, curved
sections, or combination sections with both tangents and curves based on the number of severe
crashes over a certain time period. Ewan et al. (23) examined safety on low-volume road segments
with AADTs of 1000 vpd or less in Oregon, utilizing correlation analysis and multivariate linear
regression to study crash rates and crash severity rates. The researchers examined characteristics
such as the lane width, shoulder width, driveway density, horizontal curve metrics (degree of
curvature and curve length), vertical curve metrics (grade and curve length), and roadside
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conditions (side slope rating and fixed object rating). Rather intuitively, it was observed that crash
rates were higher on roads with lane width less than 12 feet, roads with no shoulder, roads with
high driveway densities, roads with large degrees of curvature (and hence, small radii), and roads
with steep grades.
In many cases, traditional statistical methods are not practical to implement for low-volume
roads due to the limited crash dataset. A variety of alternative methods have been used to study
safety on such roads. Zegeer, Stewart, Council, & Neuman (1994) utilized data from various states
across the United States to study crash rates on roads with traffic volumes less than 2000 vpd. The
authors used analysis of covariance in the study. Crash rates were found to be lower on wider roads,
flatter roads, roads with superior roadside conditions, and roads with lower driveways densities.
While it was confirmed that wider shoulders do indeed reduce crash rates, the width of shoulder
required to reduce crash rates tended to be greater when the lane width was greater. The presence
of a paved shoulder versus unpaved shoulder did not affect crash rates. Finally, it was found that
paved and unpaved roadways with volumes under 250 vpd had similar crash rates, but unpaved
roadways were more dangerous above 250 vpd.
Hall, Rutman, & Brogan (2003) reviewed the safety literature for low-volume road
facilities and distributed surveys to local agencies in an effort to better understand the methods
utilized in identifying safety deficiencies. Additionally, the authors evaluated safety on lowvolume roads (AADTs under 400 vpd) in New Mexico by analyzing crash characteristics and
locations, as well as through conducting field studies. The local agencies evaluated in the report
tended to utilize field studies and complaints from road users in their respective jurisdictions to
determine which locations were most in need of safety improvements. Furthermore, the results
from New Mexico showed that more than 80% of crashes were animal, single-vehicle, or fixed
object crashes. The field studies identified particular shortcomings of the roads that might be
improved through the application of safety countermeasures. These included inconsistent,
inadequate, or missing warning signs for road and roadside hazards, excessive vegetation in the
road’s right-of-way, narrow lanes, lack of shoulders, lack of guardrails at locations with steep
sideslopes, and guardrails in poor condition.
Souleyrette et al. (2010) utilized proportion tests to compare the characteristics of crashes
occurring on rural low-volume (AADTs of less than or equal to 400 vpd) secondary roads to those
on DOT-administered primary roads in Iowa. The local roads tended to have a higher frequency
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of injury crashes than primary roads, as well as single-vehicle run-off-the-road crashes, speedrelated crashes, impaired driving crashes, crashes during nighttime hours, crashes with fixed
objects in the right-of-way, crashes at bridges, railroad crossings, and driveways, crashes where
the major cause was failure to yield at uncontrolled intersections/driveways, and crashes at
intersections with T or Y configurations. Unpaved roads were generally found to have higher crash
rates than paved roads, and unpaved roads with AADTs of more than 100 vpd were found to be
particularly dangerous. Although not a primary focus of the work, the researchers also utilized the
ordered probit model to determine the general factors influencing crash probabilities at varying
severity levels on rural low-volume roads. The authors provided preliminary output for a segmentlevel ordered probit model, but they suggested further work in developing “a reliable road segment
or system-based crash prediction tool for low-volume rural roads”.
Souleyrette, Tenges, McDonald, & Maze (2005) examined the appropriateness of
removing traffic control devices at ultra-low-volume (less than 150 daily entering vehicles)
unpaved intersections in rural Iowa. The researchers compared the safety performance of stopcontrolled and uncontrolled intersections on such roads utilizing descriptive statistics and logistic
regression, among other methods. It was found that the safety performance of uncontrolled
intersections was relatively similar to stop-controlled intersections below 150 daily entering
vehicles, and only began to deteriorate for uncontrolled intersections above this level.
Finally, La Cava, & Montella (2011) presented a procedure for road safety inspections
(RSIs) on low-volume Italian roads. Various levels of inspections were performed by human
observers under daytime and nighttime conditions with the goal of discerning potential safety
issues. The resulting safety index (SI) was utilized to rank problematic locations in terms of their
relative safety performance. A second study was conducted by Cafiso, Di Graziano, & Pappalardo
(2015), who presented a similar approach of safety inspections on low-volume roads and a safety
risk index (SRI) to provide a quantitative assessment of crash risk. The researchers developed
hardware and software components facilitating the acquisition and processing of data. Finally, the
article presented optimization procedures for the selection of the most suitable safety
improvements on such road facilities.
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2.3 Safety Management Techniques
2.3.1

State roads

Tarko & Kanodia (2004) presented two indices useful in identifying and prioritizing safety
improvements on state highway systems. These indices were the index of crash frequency (ICF)
and the index of crash cost (ICC). The former provides a quantitative measure indicating whether a
particular location experiences an excessively high number of crashes, while the latter suggests
whether the crash cost is excessively high (thus incorporating the crash severity). Safety
performance functions utilizing the negative binomial distribution were used to determine the
typical crash frequencies. The developed method facilitates safety evaluation at a particular
location without referencing other locations; furthermore, it accommodates limited periods of
crash data (less than one year).
The Safety Needs Identification Package (SNIP2) is a network screening tool developed at
the Purdue University Center for Road Safety (CRS) and geared towards identifying and
addressing safety problems on medium- and high-volume state-administered roads (Tarko,
Romero, Li, Thomaz, & Shafiul, 2013; Tarko, Li, Romero, & Thomaz, 2014a; 2014b). The tool is
applicable for both segments and intersections, and it consists of four main components: road
screening/extraction, clustering, visualization, and optimization.
Crashes are assigned to road elements prior to utilizing SNIP2. During the road
screening/extraction phase, SNIP2 assesses road elements based on the crash frequency, crash rate,
or crash proportion for the specific crash type under consideration. The tool calculates indices
providing statistical evidence that an element is experiencing an abnormally high number of
crashes. Then, adjacent elements are checked for excessive crashes. This procedure results in a
clustering of elements that reflect the desirability of performing safety remediation over groups of
nearby elements rather than at scattered individual locations. The results may be visualized in
tabular form or in a GIS tool such as Google Earth or ArcGIS. The final component of SNIP2 is
optimization. For this component, one begins with the most safety-critical road elements identified
during the clustering procedure. A set of safety interventions with relevant information on their
application and annualized cost is included in the tool. By applying these interventions at the most
safety-critical elements, the annualized cost of crashes saved may be determined. This permits
calculation of the benefit-cost ratio. The optimal combination of safety-deficient road elements
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and the interventions that produce the greatest safety benefit are selected and applied within the
specified budget.
SafetyAnalyst is a suite of software tools developed under the guidance of the Federal
Highway Administration (FHWA) for safety management applications, primarily of state roads or
higher-volume local roads (Harwood, Torbic, Richard, & Meyer, 2010). The software facilitates
“site-specific safety improvements that involve physical modifications to the highway system”,
and it consists of the following six tools: network screening, crash pattern diagnosis,
countermeasure selection, economic analyses of countermeasure(s), priority ranking of sites, and
evaluation of countermeasure(s). The network screening tool focuses on discerning sites that have
excessive numbers of crashes (total, by severity, or by crash type). In addition, sites that experience
a considerable number of crashes (but not considered to be excessive) may be identified if they
can be remediated in a budget-conscious fashion. Later in the process, the net present value, cost
effectiveness, or benefit-cost ratio can be determined for a specific countermeasure or groups of
countermeasures, useful in the prioritization of safety improvement projects.
2.3.2

Local roads

Whereas safety management strategies for rural state-administered roads are geared towards the
application of safety improvements at high-crash locations, these strategies are not well suited to
rural local roads, particularly those with low traffic volumes. For such road facilities, Ivey &
Griffin (1992) emphasize that applying multiple low-cost improvements to the roadway network
can offer greater safety benefits than simply focusing on costly improvements at a few dangerous
locations. The researchers state that typical methods of correlating road characteristics with crash
rates or identifying abnormally high crash locations tend to perform unsatisfactorily on lowvolume roads (defined as less than or equal to 1000 vpd). Two measures for improving safety on
these roads were presented: discerning the processes of how crashes occur and applying costeffective countermeasures to remedy the identified processes while staying within the prescribed
budget.
Wemple & Colling (2014) developed a process for identifying and addressing safety issues
on rural local and tribal roads following a seven-step procedure resembling the HSM procedure.
The process included seven steps: data compilation, network screening, site selection for further
investigation, determining site crash conditions and appropriate countermeasures, prioritizing
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countermeasure implementation, countermeasure implementation, and an effectiveness
evaluation. For the network screening component, five methods were described: having
maintenance staff conduct regular road safety inspections, utilizing crash data (frequency,
equivalent PDO crashes, and mapping), evaluating the network based on the crash rate, using
software packages, and systemic analysis to identify high-risk road features. The last of these
screening methods was discussed as being most appropriate for low volume roads with a limited
number of crashes. Furthermore, the authors briefly mentioned the strategy of applying low-cost
countermeasures over a wide area on low-volume roads.
Other local road safety references have been developed at the state level. The California
Department of Transportation developed a guide for identifying local roads (including both urban
and rural areas) with safety needs and selecting the countermeasures that may be applied in
response to the needs (California Department of Transportation, 2016). Two methods of safety
problem identification are described: a reactive approach, which focuses on crashes concentrated
at specific locations, and a proactive approach, which looks at the bigger picture of overall network
safety. The latter approach is adopted in the guide. Furthermore, the report provides guidance on
selecting countermeasures so as to maximize benefits while working under a constrained budget.
The intent is to provide a structure for local practitioners that is less theoretically-driven than the
Highway Safety Manual (HSM) and ultimately geared towards competing for agency funding.
The aforementioned study by Schneider et al. (2014) in Louisiana introduced low-budget
countermeasures for the identified segments and/or intersections most in need of safety
improvements in urban, suburban, and rural locations. Then, road safety improvement projects
were formed and ranked using multi-criteria Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA), which
incorporates costs, benefits, and crash risks. An Excel-based spreadsheet was developed for
ranking road elements in need of safety improvements.
Sperry, Latterell, & McDonald (2008) identified low-cost safety improvements that had
been applied by agencies on local roads in Iowa. The improvements fell into the following broad
categories:
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1. Signing and delineation

6. Lighting

2. Traffic calming

7. Pavement and shoulders

3. Pavement

marking

and

strips/stripes
4. Roadside and clear zone

rumble

8. Intersections
9. Railroad crossings
10. Bridge and culverts

5. Guardrails and barriers

A sampling of countermeasures included mowing the right-of-way, applying reflective tape on
roadside obstructions, and installing flags on stop signs or warning signs. The authors described
countermeasure implementation, noting their possible benefits, monetary cost, and crash reduction
potential (when available). The report provides some general information regarding crash studies
and resource allocation strategies; however, it primarily serves as a compilation of various
countermeasures that have been applied by local agencies.

2.4

Chapter Summary and Limitations of Past Research and Practice

The factors affecting safety on rural roads have been studied extensively for state-administered
road elements with medium and high traffic volumes, both nationally and in Indiana. These studies
have primarily used count data models to study the influence of factors such as the road geometrics,
pavement, roadside, environment, and traffic conditions and control for segments and intersections.
However, the research is more limited for rural local roads, particularly those with low traffic
volumes. The techniques used by researchers and practitioners in identifying safety problems on
rural local roads have included field studies conducted by human observers (for example, pointbased road safety inspections), evaluation of complaints by road users, mapping of crash locations
and identifying patterns in crash type and occurrence, and some statistical comparisons and
evaluations. In the case of field studies or relying on road user complaints, these techniques may
introduce some degree of subjectivity. Furthermore, there might be insufficient crash data to draw
meaningful conclusions from crash locations or patterns, especially for low-volume roads. The
research employing statistical methods have focused on roads with sufficient crash history to
estimate count or linear regression models, utilized correlation analyses, or examined the general
factors that influence crash severity on low-volume roads. What is needed is a statistical
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methodology that accommodates low crash counts by estimating crash risk on roadway elements
based on their specific characteristics.
The availability of data on road and roadside features for rural local roads is often lacking
or limited (Gaines, Waldheim, & Herbel, 2013). Additionally, it may be difficult for local agencies
to collect such data due to time and/or monetary constraints. An efficient method for obtaining the
necessary safety data using cost-effective equipment is needed.
Finally, the safety management techniques utilized for state-administered roads mainly
focus on identifying and mitigating safety at locations with excessive crash frequency, severity, or
a high proportion of certain crash types. However, researchers note the importance of focusing on
a network-wide, proactive approach for improving safety on lower-volume rural local roads. A
practical safety management framework applicable to such roads should be adopted and its
application demonstrated.
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3. RESEARCH APPROACH

3.1

Introduction

Rural local roads, particularly those with low-volumes, may have a high proportion of zero crash
counts, especially for severe crash types where the sample size is small. Numerous zero crash
counts may result in erroneous parameter estimates if count-frequency models (traditionally used
on higher-volume rural state roads) are estimated (Lord & Mannering, 2010). One way to avoid
this shortcoming is by using techniques such as the ordered logit or ordered probit model to
estimate crash probabilities. The former assumes a logistic distribution of the error terms, while
the latter assumes a normal distribution. The dependent variable represents the probability of being
in a particular state (condition) that is part of an ordered series of states. In a transportation safety
context, these models may be applied to estimate the risk for varying numbers of crashes on road
elements based on their features (for instance, the risk of zero, one, or two or more crashes on a
road element).
The choice between the ordered logit and ordered probit models is mixed (Greene &
Hensher, 2009). One of the main reasons for using the ordered logit is its relative ease of estimation.
However, the ordered probit has been used more frequently in the transportation area, in large part
because of its error normality assumption (Washington, Karlaftis, & Mannering, 2010). This
research proposes the use of one of its variations: the bivariate ordered probit model.

3.2
3.2.1

Bivariate Ordered Probit Model
Model formulation

The ordered probit model may be modified to simultaneously model the distribution between two
latent variables with correlated error terms (Savolainen, Mannering, Lord, & Quddus, 2011). In
this case, the bivariate analysis is in fact estimating two correlated models of crash counts at two
injury severity levels at a road location. Specifically, the first model applies to fatal/injury (FI)
crashes, which are crashes categorized as Fatal (K), disabling injury (A), evident injury (B), and
possible injury (C) on the KABCO scale (National Safety Council, 2016). The second model
applies to property damage only (PDO) crashes, or those categorized as O on the KABCO scale.
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It is expected that the crash types within each group share similarities in terms of the crash-causing
mechanism.
The form of the bivariate ordered probit model is shown in Equation 3.1 (Greene &
Hensher, 2009; Washington et al., 2011; Anastasopoulos, Karlaftis, Haddock, & Mannering, 2012):
𝑧𝑧𝑖𝑖,1 = 𝜷𝜷′1 𝑿𝑿𝑖𝑖,1 + 𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖,1
𝑧𝑧𝑖𝑖,2 = 𝜷𝜷′2 𝑿𝑿𝑖𝑖,2 + 𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖,2

𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖,1 = 𝑗𝑗 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝜇𝜇𝑗𝑗−1 < 𝑧𝑧𝑖𝑖,1 < 𝜇𝜇𝑗𝑗
𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖,2 = 𝑗𝑗 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝛿𝛿𝑗𝑗−1 < 𝑧𝑧𝑖𝑖,2 < 𝛿𝛿𝑗𝑗

with the correlated error terms related by Equation 3.2:
𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖,1
1
0
�𝜀𝜀 � ~𝑁𝑁 �� � , �
𝜌𝜌
𝑖𝑖,2
0

𝑗𝑗 = 0, … , 𝐽𝐽1
𝑗𝑗 = 0, … , 𝐽𝐽2

𝜌𝜌
��
1

(3.1)

(3.2)

where: 𝑧𝑧 = latent variable used as basis for modeling ordinal ranking,

𝑦𝑦 = observed ordinal data,
𝑖𝑖 = observations,

𝑗𝑗 = integer ordered outcome,

𝜷𝜷 = estimable parameter vector,

𝑿𝑿 = explanatory variable vector,
𝜀𝜀 = random error term,

𝜇𝜇 and 𝛿𝛿 = estimable parameters (thresholds) defining 𝑧𝑧, and
estimated jointly with 𝜷𝜷 parameters,

𝜌𝜌 = correlation coefficient for error terms.
Statistical significance of the 𝜌𝜌 term justifies the bivariate model form. If this term is found to be
insignificant, then two separate ordered probit models could be estimated for the two crash types.

Finally, the joint probability of 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖,1 = 𝑗𝑗 and 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖,2 = 𝑙𝑙 is given by Equation 3.3, where Ф ()
represents the cumulative distribution function of the standard normal distribution:
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𝑃𝑃�𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖,1 = 𝑗𝑗, 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖,2 = 𝑙𝑙 | 𝑿𝑿𝑖𝑖,1 , 𝑿𝑿𝑖𝑖,2 �
Ф��𝑢𝑢𝑗𝑗 − 𝜷𝜷′1 𝑿𝑿𝑖𝑖,1 �, �𝛿𝛿𝑙𝑙 − 𝜷𝜷′ 2 𝑿𝑿𝑖𝑖,2 �, 𝜌𝜌�
=�
�
−Ф��𝑢𝑢𝑗𝑗−1 − 𝜷𝜷′1 𝑿𝑿𝑖𝑖,1 �, �𝛿𝛿𝑙𝑙 − 𝜷𝜷′ 2 𝑿𝑿𝑖𝑖,2 �, 𝜌𝜌�
Ф��𝑢𝑢𝑗𝑗 − 𝜷𝜷′1 𝑿𝑿𝑖𝑖,1 �, �𝛿𝛿𝑙𝑙−1 − 𝜷𝜷′ 2 𝑿𝑿𝑖𝑖,2 �, 𝜌𝜌�
−�
�
−Ф��𝑢𝑢𝑗𝑗−1 − 𝜷𝜷′1 𝑿𝑿𝑖𝑖,1 �, �𝛿𝛿𝑙𝑙−1 − 𝜷𝜷′ 2 𝑿𝑿𝑖𝑖,2 �, 𝜌𝜌�

(3.3)

The characteristics of the road and roadside are used to estimate the risk of varying
frequencies of FI or PDO crashes at each road element. The range of crash frequencies represented
by the ordered crash bins are determined based on the crash frequency distribution per road
element, discussed further in the context of intersections in Chapter 5. It should be emphasized
that the well-known estimation bias associated with ordered probit models and described in
Washington et al. (2010) does not occur in this case because the outcomes are not the crash
severities, but rather crash counts. In the next chapter, the methodology used to obtain the road
element characteristics is described.
3.2.2

Previous applications in transportation

Within the transportation context, Guo, Bhat, & Copperman (2007) estimated the bivariate ordered
probit model for the number of motorized and nonmotorized trips based on various individual,
sociodemographic, day of travel, and neighborhood factors in the San Francisco Bay Area. de
Lapparent (2008) utilized the bivariate ordered probit model in examining the choice of using a
seat belt and the injury severity level sustained if a crash occurs. The bivariate ordered probit
model was also used by Anastasopoulos et al. (2012) to study the factors related to automobile and
motorcycle ownership in and around Athens, Greece. The researchers incorporated random
parameters into the model “to allow the effect of the variables to vary across observations and to
account for unobserved heterogeneity”. Finally, the aforementioned study by Tarko et al. (2012)
used the related multivariate model, the trivariate ordered probit, in modeling crash frequency and
severity at intersections on rural high-speed divided highways in Indiana and Michigan.

3.3

Other Modeling Considerations

Spatial clustering is an additional consideration that is addressed in this research. There might be
spatial clusters sharing unknown factors due to conditions that are not captured by a variable (for
example, a fog that regularly forms in a valley). To address this concern, the residuals between the
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actual crash frequencies and the expected crash frequencies (obtained based on the estimated
model) are computed and checked for spatial clustering by calculating the Moran’s I statistic.
Moran’s I is a measure of spatial autocorrelation and is represented in the studied context by
Equation 3.4.

𝐼𝐼 =

𝑁𝑁 ∑𝑖𝑖 ∑𝑗𝑗 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖𝑗𝑗 (𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 − 𝑥𝑥̅ )(𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 − 𝑥𝑥̅ )
∑𝑖𝑖(𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 − 𝑥𝑥̅ )2
𝑊𝑊

(3.4)

where: 𝑁𝑁 = number of spatial objects indexed by 𝑖𝑖 and 𝑗𝑗,
𝑥𝑥 = residual values,

𝑥𝑥̅ = overall mean of the residuals,
𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖𝑗𝑗 = matrix of spatial weights,

𝑊𝑊 = sum of all the 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖𝑗𝑗 .

Matrix 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖𝑗𝑗 has dimension 𝑛𝑛 × 𝑛𝑛 and represents the relationship between n spatial objects in the

dataset (Equation 3.5):

𝑤𝑤11
𝑤𝑤21
𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖𝑗𝑗 = � .
𝑤𝑤𝑛𝑛1

𝑤𝑤12
𝑤𝑤22
.
𝑤𝑤𝑛𝑛2

… 𝑤𝑤1𝑛𝑛
… 𝑤𝑤2𝑛𝑛
.
. �
. 𝑤𝑤 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛

(3.5)

In this matrix, the diagonal entries 𝑤𝑤11 , 𝑤𝑤22 ,…, 𝑤𝑤𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 are equal to 0. A distance-based spatial

weights matrix is used in this research.

If spatial patterns are detected, a search for additional variables that explain the observed
pattern may be conducted. The model is then re-estimated with the additional variables. If spatial
clustering is still indicated based on the re-estimated model, then the road network may be
subdivided in space and checked for the significance of random effects.
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4. DATA FOR RURAL LOCAL ROADS

4.1

Introduction

The availability of rural local road data on geometry, infrastructure, and roadside conditions is
often limited and tends to vary on an agency-by-agency basis. An efficient and cost-effective
method for collecting, extracting, and processing such data is needed to supplement existing
databases and/or to create entirely new databases. This section gives an overview of the
components that make up the method. The complete details of the method are provided in the
appendix.

4.2

Data Collection of Road and Roadside Features

Data collection on the studied roads is facilitated by an instrumented vehicle equipped with
portable GPS, cameras, and laptops. Almost any type of vehicle may be used, provided that it has
adequate space for the driver, two observers, and the data collection equipment. In this example, a
minivan is used for data collection since it provides adequate space for the occupants and
equipment yet is not an oversized vehicle. The components used in data collection are shown in
Figure 4.1.
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Data Collection Vehicle

Cameras

Portable GPS

Laptop (running Data Collector software)

Figure 4.1 Data Collection Components
The portable GPS receiver is mounted on the roof of the data collection vehicle and
connected to a laptop which collects points (latitude, longitude, elevation, and timestamp) in prespecified time increments along the vehicle path. For obtaining data on road segment and
intersection characteristics, the Data Collector software application is used (see Figure 4.2).
Developed in the Purdue University Center for Road Safety, this software is installed on two
laptops, each connected to one of the portable cameras and manned by a human observer. Each
time the data collection vehicle passes by a road feature of interest, the observer types a keyboard
command noting the type of road feature and automatically recording the command and associated
timestamp and video frame number into an Excel spreadsheet. These features are split amongst the
observers as shown in Table 4.1. The specific commands entered by each observer are provided in
the appendix.
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Figure 4.2 Data Collector Software

Table 4.1 Summary of Road and Roadside Features Collected by Each Observer
First observer
Driveways/access points
Railroad crossings
Intersection locations and traffic controls
Speed limits
Road surface type and condition

Second observer
Bridges
Lighting at intersections
Roadside barriers
Point hazards
Utility pole lines
Forested areas

An efficient route is needed with which to proceed with the data collection, one that ensures
that all roads in the study area are covered while avoiding data from being collected multiple times
in the same direction along a road. The studied road network in this dissertation, Tippecanoe
County, consists primarily of rural, flat agricultural land. The road network is divided accordingly
into several manageable study sections that can each be covered in one five-six hour day of work.
Figure 4.3 provides an example of study sections in Tippecanoe County.
The roads in a study section are driven in a particular direction, called the “forward
direction”, while collecting data features on the right side of the road. After completing the data
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collection in the forward direction, the roads are driven in the “backward direction” to obtain the
data features of the opposite side of the road.
ippecanoe County (Indiana)

Figure 4.3 Example Study Sections for Data Collection in Tippecanoe County

4.3

Data Processing and Extraction

This component involves linking the field-collected road and roadside features with the GPS
locational data (latitude, longitude, and elevation). Furthermore, it covers the extraction of
additional road features from the recorded video and aerial images.
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The road and roadside features are linked with the GPS locations based on the timestamps
associated with both data types. In addition to the locational information, the linked output .csv
file includes the reference to the video frame number so that user may review a specific
road/roadside feature of interest. The Data Viewer software (see Figure 4.4) has been developed
in the Center for Road Safety to assist in the review process. The user may type the desired video
frame number into the software to render a video image of the road/roadside feature of interest.
The user may also cycle to the next or previous feature by using the “Play forward” and “Play
backward” controls.
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Figure 4.4 Data Viewer Software

4.3.1

Data extraction of intersection features

Information on intersection locations, traffic controls, and the presence of lighting are obtained
during the field data collection. In order to open the intersection data in Google Earth, the .csv file
with locational information is converted to a .kml file. Further intersection data are extracted
through maps and aerial imagery in Google Earth. This data is summarized in Table 4.2. The data
is organized in an Excel spreadsheet, with each row representing one intersection.
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Table 4.2 Intersection Data obtained from Google Earth
Data type
Number of legs
Intersection offset
Intersection angle
Intersection corners with agricultural land use
Intersection corners with trees and/or brush obstructing line
of sight
Classification (state or local) of major road
Facility type of major road (undivided or divided highway)
Major and minor road names
Number of lanes on major and minor roads
Turn lanes on major and minor roads
Intersection passing lanes on major road
Driveways and access points within the impact zone (150
foot radius surrounding intersection midpoint) on the major
and minor roads
Roadway curves within the impact zone on the major and
minor roads

Source(s)
Aerial imagery
Ruler for measuring distance
Ruler for measuring headings
(directions) of intersecting roads
Aerial imagery
Aerial imagery
Maps in Google Earth
Aerial imagery
Maps in Google Earth
Aerial imagery
Aerial imagery
Aerial imagery
Aerial imagery and ruler for
measuring distance to midpoint
Aerial imagery
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5. INTERSECTION SAFETY ANALYSIS

In this chapter, the statistical methodology presented in Chapter 3 is applied to intersections in
Tippecanoe County, which is located in Northwest Indiana. Tippecanoe County’s road network
includes approximately 450 intersections along its 840 miles of county roads.

5.1

Data Sources and Summary

The analysis in this dissertation evaluates safety at two types of intersections: Intersections of two
county roads and intersections of one state road and one county road. Crash data was obtained
from the Automated Reporting Information Exchange System (ARIES), a database of crashes
reported by Indiana law enforcement agencies, for the period 2003-2015. The crash data was split
by severity level as shown in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1 Crash Frequency by Severity Level
Crash severity
FI crashes
PDO crashes

Crash frequency (2003-2015)
477
1244

The long crash period was used due to the low crash frequency present at most rural local
intersections. Color aerial imagery was available from Google Earth dating back to 2003, and the
historical imagery was reviewed to ensure that there were no changes in geometry or roadside
conditions over the entire crash period at each of the studied intersections. Intersections where
geometrical or roadside changes occurred over the crash period were not considered in the analysis.
Crashes were assigned to an intersection if they fell within the intersection impact zone, which
included the area within a 150-foot radius surrounding the intersection midpoint. The distribution
of the crash frequency per intersection is shown in Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2 for FI crashes and
PDO crashes, respectively, occurring from 2003-2015. The ordinal grouping of crashes (bins) at
each intersection for the two severity levels is shown in Table 5.2. The bins were determined based
on the breaks observed in the crash frequency distributions in Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2.
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Table 5.2 Bins Utilized in Crash Frequency and Severity Modeling
Crash severity
FI crashes

PDO crashes

Bins
0
1
2
0
1
2
3

Crash frequency per bin
0
1-4
5 or more
0
1-3
4-8
9 or more

Annual Average Daily Traffic (AADT) for each intersection leg was obtained from the
Tippecanoe County Highway Department and the Indiana Department of Transportation (INDOT).
AADT came from the period 2011 to 2016. These values were adjusted to the middle year of the
crash period, 2009, using yearly adjustment factors available from the Indiana Department of
Transportation (Indiana Department of Transportation, 2016). Separate adjustment factors were
used for the local road AADTs and state road AADTs (at applicable state-local intersections).
For the studied intersections, the major road was considered to be the road without traffic
controls, while the minor road was the road with traffic controls. In the case of an all-way stop or
uncontrolled intersection, the road with higher AADT was considered to be the major road. For
the major road, AADT averaged 1966 vehicles per day (vpd), with a minimum of 8 vpd and a
maximum of 12544 vpd. AADT on the minor road averaged 284 vpd, with a minimum of 3 vpd
and a maximum of 4645 vpd. Furthermore, the AADT was subdivided into different categories
based on typical volume cutoffs used in past research (Souleyrette et al., 2010; Ewan et al., 2016).
For the major road, these categories were as follows: Low (AADT ≤ 400 vpd), Medium (400 vpd
< AADT ≤ 1000 vpd), and High (AADT > 1000 vpd). For the minor road, the categories included
Low (AADT ≤ 100 vpd), Medium (100 vpd < AADT ≤ 400 vpd), and High (AADT > 400 vpd).
Data collection was conducted in August 2016 over the entire Tippecanoe County road
network, which involved nearly 2000 miles of driving to collect data on the road and roadside
features. As discussed in Chapter 4, various intersection features were also obtained using the
aerial imagery in Google Earth. Table 5.3 summarizes the data. It should be noted that there were
no posted speed limits on the approach legs to most of the studied county intersections. However,
the unposted maximum speed limit on all these roads was 55 mph.
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The crashes, AADT, and data collected from the field and aerial images were compiled in
an Excel spreadsheet. The SAS software package was utilized to create variables based on this
data and to perform the statistical modeling.
Table 5.3 Summary of Intersection Features
Data type

Details and number of intersections

Number of legs

3-leg intersections (196)
4-leg intersections (117)
Offset (14)
Not offset (299)
90 degrees (237)
75-89 degrees (37)
60-74 degrees (21)
<60 degrees (18)
One or more corners (245)
No corners (68)
One or more corners (104)
No corners (209)
State (70)
Local (243)
Undivided highway (298)
Divided highway (15)
Two-way stop (288)
All-way stop (11)
Yield-control (12)
Uncontrolled (2)
2 lanes (297)
4 lanes (16)
Right turn lane (5)
Left turn lane (9)
With intersection passing lane (4)
Without intersection passing lane (309)
On major road (92)
On minor road (52)
On major road (11)
On minor road (1)
On major road (28)
On minor road (14)

Intersection offset
Intersection angle

Intersection corners with agricultural land use
Intersection corners with trees and/or brush obstructing line
of sight
Classification of major road
Facility type of major road
Type of traffic control

Number of lanes on major road
Turn lane(s) on major road
Intersection passing lane
Driveway(s) within impact zone
Access point(s) within impact zone
Roadway curve(s) within impact zone

5.2

Modeling Specification Search and Results

The model specification search was conducted beginning with all variables derived from the
AADT and intersection features in Table 5.3, among which there was a prior hypothesis regarding
each variable’s potential effect on safety. Most of the intersection features are represented as
indicator variables, such as the “Presence of a roadway curve on the major road within the
intersection impact zone” or the three leg intersection indicator. Variables with very low t-statistics
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were individually removed from the model, and the model was re-estimated each time with the
remaining variables until the model specification was obtained.
The first bivariate ordered probit model estimated included the AADT on the major and
minor roads as continuous variables, as well as a variety of other explanatory variables related to
the road geometry and roadside conditions. The results of the model estimation are shown in Table
5.4. Furthermore, the appendix contains the SAS input and corresponding output. The bivariate
model form is justified through the highly significant correlation coefficient, or ρ term. This result
is plausible since if the frequency of FI crashes at a particular intersection is high, then it is likely
that the frequency of PDO crashes is also high. The threshold values for the division of the FI and
PDO crash frequencies into bins are all highly significant, indicating the suitability of the crash
frequency grouping.
The variables included in the model are all statistically significant at the 0.90 confidence
level (or greater) for the FI and PDO severity levels. The variables were found to have no
multicollinearity concerns.
The procedure for calculating the expected crash frequencies is detailed at the end of this
chapter. Once the expected crash frequencies are calculated for the FI and PDO crash types, the
residuals between the actual and expected crash frequencies may be determined. The Moran’s I
statistic is used for testing for the presence of spatial autocorrelation in the residuals using the
GeoDa spatial analysis software. A distance-based spatial weights matrix is developed using the
minimum distance at which all intersections have at least one neighbor. The number of neighbors
for each intersection follows an approximately normal distribution. The GeoDa output is contained
in the appendix.
The Moran’s I value for the PDO crash residuals is 0.00508, with pseudo p-value
exceeding 0.35 for 999 permutations, thus indicating no significant spatial autocorrelation of the
residuals. However, the Moran’s I value for the FI crash residuals is -0.0472 (pseudo p-value less
than 0.05). If a critical value of 0.05 is used, this result indicates negative spatial autocorrelation
amongst the FI crash residuals.
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Table 5.4 Bivariate Ordered Probit Model Estimation Results (Continuous Major and Minor
Road AADTs)
Variable name
Fatal/injury (FI) crashes
Intercept
AADT on the major road (scaled by 1000)
AADT on the minor road (scaled by 1000)
Intersection has three legs (1 if yes, 0 if no)
Presence of driveways and/or access points on the major
road within the intersection impact zone (1 if yes, 0 if no)
Major road is a four-lane divided highway (1 if yes, 0 if no)
Presence of trees and/or brush obstructing the line of sight
in one or more corners of the intersection (1 if yes, 0 if no)
Threshold 1 (µ1)
Property damage only (PDO) crashes
Intercept
AADT on the major road (scaled by 1000)
AADT on the minor road (scaled by 1000)
Intersection has three legs (1 if yes, 0 if no)
Presence of driveways and/or access points on the major
road within the intersection impact zone (1 if yes, 0 if no)
Major road is a four-lane divided highway (1 if yes, 0 if no)
Presence of trees and/or brush obstructing the line of sight
in one or more corners of the intersection (1 if yes, 0 if no)
Threshold 1 (µ1)
Threshold 2 (µ2)
ρ
Log-likelihood (LL)
Akaike information criterion (AIC)
Number of observations

Estimated
Parameter

Standard
Error

t-statistic

p-value

-0.396
0.160
0.880
-0.504

0.140
0.033
0.152
0.150

-2.82
4.78
5.81
-3.35

0.0048
<0.0001
<0.0001
0.0008

0.333

0.154

2.17

0.0302

-1.031

0.465

-2.22

0.0266

0.272

0.149

1.82

0.0682

1.65

0.138

11.95

<0.0001

-0.0677
0.222
0.982
-0.406

0.135
0.035
0.178
0.139

-0.50
6.37
5.53
-2.91

0.6165
<0.0001
<0.0001
0.0036

0.473

0.143

3.30

0.0010

-1.543

0.474

-3.26

0.0011

0.507

0.139

3.66

0.0003

1.16
2.10
0.48
-549.291
1135
313

0.099
0.139
0.066
-

11.75
15.14
7.28
-

<0.0001
<0.0001
<0.0001
-

The second bivariate ordered probit model estimated includes the AADT on the major and
minor roads represented as categorical variables using the Low, Medium, and High categories, as
well the other explanatory variables. The “Major road is a four-lane divided highway” variable
becomes insignificant and is removed from the model. Table 5.5 summarizes the results. Again,
the bivariate model form is justified through the highly significant ρ term. Likewise, the threshold
values are all highly significant. The variables included in the model all show statistical
significance at the 0.90 confidence level (or greater) for the FI and PDO severity levels.
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Table 5.5 Bivariate Ordered Probit Model Estimation Results (Categorical Major and Minor
Road AADTs)
Variable name
Fatal/injury (FI) crashes
Intercept
Low AADT on the major road
Medium AADT on the major road
High AADT on the major road
Low AADT on the minor road
Medium AADT on the minor road
High AADT on the minor road
Intersection has three legs (1 if yes, 0 if no)
Presence of driveways and/or access points on the major
road within the intersection impact zone (1 if yes, 0 if no)
Presence of trees and/or brush obstructing the line of sight
in one or more corners of the intersection (1 if yes, 0 if no)
Threshold 1 (µ1)
Property damage only (PDO) crashes
Intercept
Low AADT on the major road
Medium AADT on the major road
High AADT on the major road
Low AADT on the minor road
Medium AADT on the minor road
High AADT on the minor road
Intersection has three legs (1 if yes, 0 if no)
Presence of driveways and/or access points on the major
road within the intersection impact zone (1 if yes, 0 if no)
Presence of trees and/or brush obstructing the line of sight
in one or more corners of the intersection (1 if yes, 0 if no)
Threshold 1 (µ1)
Threshold 2 (µ2)
ρ
Log-likelihood (LL)
Akaike information criterion (AIC)
Number of observations

Estimated
Parameter

Standard
Error

t-statistic

p-value

1.500
-0.956
-0.692
0
-1.367
-0.757
0
-0.412

0.208
0.186
0.190

7.17
-5.15
-3.64

<0.0001
<0.0001
0.0003

0.214
0.206

-6.37
-3.67

<0.0001
0.0002

0.152

-2.70

0.0069

0.262

0.158

1.66

0.0963

0.270

0.152

1.77

0.0764

1.79

0.150

11.89

<0.0001

1.840
-1.358
-0.797
0
-0.947
-0.462
0
-0.350

0.198
0.173
0.174

9.28
-7.87
-4.59

<0.0001
<0.0001
<0.0001

0.193
0.192

-4.90
-2.40

<0.0001
0.0162

0.139

-2.51

0.0119

0.427

0.145

2.95

0.0032

0.518

0.140

3.72

0.0002

1.25
2.18
0.44
-527.217
1094
313

0.107
0.142
0.068
-

11.67
15.38
6.47
-

<0.0001
<0.0001
<0.0001
-

The Moran’s I value for the PDO crash residuals is 0.0323, with pseudo p-value around 0.1. This
result is not significant if a critical value of 0.05 is used, and falls on the borderline if a critical
value of 0.1 is used. The Moran’s I value for the FI crash residuals is -0.00481 (pseudo p-value
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greater than 0.45), thus indicating there is no significant spatial autocorrelation amongst the FI
crash residuals.
In comparing the two models, the Moran’s I value for the PDO crash residuals shows a
small increase under the model with categorical AADTs. However, the magnitude of the Moran’s
I for the FI crash residuals decreases significantly under the model with categorical AADTs,
becoming insignificant. The likelihood ratio test is used for comparing the models with continuous
and categorical AADTs. In this case, there are two degrees of freedom, based on the difference in
the number of parameters between the models. The likelihood ratio test statistic (𝜒𝜒 2 ) is chi-squared

distributed and given by Equation 5.1. In this equation, 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿1 and 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿2 represent the log-likelihood

for the models with continuous and categorical AADTs, respectively.

𝜒𝜒 2 = −2(𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿1 − 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿2 ) = −2[(−549.291) − (−527.217)] = 44.148

(5.1)

Compared to a critical value of 5.991 (corresponding to a p-value of 0.05), the test suggests that
the model with categorical AADTs provides a statistically superior fit compared to the model with
continuous AADTs.
Furthermore, the model with categorical AADTs may prove more useful from the practical
standpoint, particularly if the availability of accurate data on AADT is limited. Roads may still be
classified based on their general traffic volumes (low, medium, or high), even if the AADT is
missing or displays minor inaccuracies. Hence, the model with categorical major and minor road
AADTs is selected as the final model and discussed further throughout this text.
The model fit is evaluated by comparing the expected crash frequencies as determined from
the model to the actual crash frequencies. Crash data tends to follow a negative binomial
distribution, with the overdispersion in the data represented by the parameter 𝛼𝛼. The variance in

the actual crash frequency (represented here by 𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉(𝑌𝑌) ) is related with the overdispersion

parameter 𝛼𝛼 and the mean of the expected crash frequency µ� by Equation 5.2 (Washington et al.,
2011):

𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉(𝑌𝑌) = µ�(1 + 𝛼𝛼µ�)
Rearranging Equation 5.2 and solving for 𝛼𝛼, Equation 5.3 is obtained:
𝛼𝛼 =

�
𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉(𝑌𝑌)−µ
�2
µ

(5.2)

(5.3)
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The negative binomial distribution may be approximated using the continuous beta distribution
with the parameters 𝑝𝑝, 𝑉𝑉, and 𝑐𝑐 + 1, where 𝑐𝑐 represents the actual crash frequency. The parameters
𝑝𝑝 and 𝑉𝑉 are computed using the relationships shown in Equations 5.4 and 5.5:
1

𝑝𝑝 = 1+𝛼𝛼µ

(5.4)

1

𝑉𝑉 = 𝛼𝛼

(5.5)

where µ represents the conditional mean of the expected crash frequency. By evaluating the
cumulative distribution function of the beta distribution, the 90% confidence bounds can be

determined for the range of conditional mean µ. The results are shown in Figure 5.3 and Figure
5.4 for the FI and PDO crash types, respectively.

As shown in both figures, the majority of the 313 points (>90%) fall within the confidence
bounds, indicating the suitable fit of the model.
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5.3

Findings and Discussion

The variables correlated with an increase in crash risk at both the FI and PDO injury severity levels
include the following:
•

AADT on the major road (higher AADT category)

•

AADT on the minor road (higher AADT category)

•

Presence of driveways and/or access points on the major road within the intersection impact
zone

•

Presence of trees and/or brush obstructing the line of sight in one or more corners of the
intersection

The AADT on the major and minor roads strongly affect the risk of both FI and PDO
crashes. More specifically, being in a higher AADT category increases the risk in comparison to
being in a lower AADT category. The categorical AADT variables for the major and minor roads
act as exposure in this study. The effect of AADT on crashes has been widely studied by other
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researchers for rural state-administered intersections, most often using AADT as a continuous
variable (for instance, Tarko et al., 2012).
The presence of driveways and/or access points on the major road within the intersection
impact zone is associated with an increase in both the FI and PDO crash risk, consistent with the
findings of previous research at rural intersections (Kim et al., 2006). Driveways/access points
result in more potential interactions between vehicles on the road and vehicles entering and exiting
the driveways/access points. Furthermore, drivers on the major road must process a greater amount
of information, which may result in a lessened awareness of potential conflicts at the intersection.
The results suggest that this variable is less influential on the risk of FI crashes as compared to
PDO crashes. When approaching an intersection with driveways/access points on the major road,
passive drivers may compensate for the complex situation by reducing their speed. Since lower
speeds tend to favor lower crash severities, the risk of PDO crashes is affected to a greater extent
than FI crashes.
The presence of trees and/or brush obstructing the line of sight in one or more intersection
corners is associated with an increased risk of both FI and PDO crashes. This result is consistent
with past research at intersections on rural two-lane highways (Harwood et al., 2000). The limited
sight distance may prevent drivers from seeing other potentially conflicting vehicles approaching
the intersection. Hence, if a vehicle without the right-of-way inadvertently enters the intersection,
the vehicle with the right-of-way may not see the errant vehicle with enough time to avoid a crash.
The variable has less of an effect on the risk of FI crashes in comparison to PDO crashes. Similarly
as for intersections with driveways/access points in the major road impact zone, cautious drivers
may compensate by reducing their speed when the sight distance is limited at an intersection.
Hence, the PDO crash risk tends to be affected more than the FI crash risk.
In contrast to the other variables, the variable representing three leg intersections is strongly
associated with a decrease in crash risk at both the FI and PDO injury severity levels (in
comparison to four leg intersections). At three leg intersections, there is less total traffic entering
the intersection, and hence less potential interactions between vehicles on the major and minor
roads. Furthermore, there are only six possible movements for vehicles entering three leg
intersections, compared to twelve at four leg intersections. Finally, the geometry of most three leg
intersections is such that vehicles on one of the intersection legs, usually the minor road, are forced
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to slow down or stop since the road terminates at the intersection. This provides increased reaction
time for these drivers so that they may safely proceed through the intersection.

5.4

Expected Crash Frequencies

The expected frequencies of FI and PDO crashes at a given intersection may be computed based
on its characteristics and the parameter estimates shown in Table 5.5. The procedure is described
below for the model with categorical AADTs. Using Equation 5.6, the 𝜷𝜷𝑿𝑿 values for crash type t

(FI or PDO) at an intersection i may be found. The i subscript is omitted throughout the following
procedure for brevity.
𝜷𝜷𝑿𝑿𝑡𝑡 = 𝛽𝛽0𝑡𝑡 + 𝛽𝛽1𝑡𝑡 (𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴_𝑐𝑐𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐) + 𝛽𝛽2𝑡𝑡 (𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴2_𝑐𝑐𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐) + 𝛽𝛽3𝑡𝑡 (𝐴𝐴𝐿𝐿)+𝛽𝛽4𝑡𝑡 (𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴)+𝛽𝛽5𝑡𝑡 (𝐴𝐴𝑇𝑇)

(5.6)

where: 𝛽𝛽0 = intercept,

𝛽𝛽1, 𝛽𝛽2, 𝛽𝛽3, 𝛽𝛽4 , and 𝛽𝛽5 = the estimated parameters for the variables AADT on the major road

(categorical), AADT on the minor road (categorical), intersection has three legs, presence of
driveways and/or access points on the major road within the intersection impact zone, and
presence of trees and/or brush obstructing the line of sight in one or more corners of the
intersection, respectively,
𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴_𝑐𝑐𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐 = AADT on the major road (categorical),

𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴2_𝑐𝑐𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐 = AADT on the minor road (categorical),

𝐴𝐴𝐿𝐿 = intersection has three legs (indicator),

𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 = presence of driveways and/or access points on the major road within the intersection
impact zone (indicator),

𝐴𝐴𝑇𝑇 = presence of trees and/or brush obstructing the line of sight in one or more corners of the
intersection (indicator).

Recall the bin grouping shown in Table 5.2 for the FI and PDO crash severities. Given the
intersection characteristics, the probability of the crash frequency being in each of the FI and PDO
bins is determined as follows:
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FI crashes
𝑃𝑃(0 𝐹𝐹𝐼𝐼) = Ф(−𝜷𝜷𝑿𝑿𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 )

𝑃𝑃(1 − 4 𝐹𝐹𝐼𝐼) = Ф(µ1 − 𝜷𝜷𝑿𝑿𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 ) − Ф(−𝜷𝜷𝑿𝑿𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 )
PDO crashes

𝑃𝑃(≥ 5 𝐹𝐹𝐼𝐼) = 1 − Ф(µ1 − 𝜷𝜷𝑿𝑿𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 )
𝑃𝑃(0 𝑃𝑃𝐴𝐴𝑃𝑃) = Ф(−𝜷𝜷𝑿𝑿𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 )

𝑃𝑃(1 − 3 𝑃𝑃𝐴𝐴𝑃𝑃) = Ф(µ1 − 𝜷𝜷𝑿𝑿𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 ) − Ф(−𝜷𝜷𝑿𝑿𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 )

𝑃𝑃(4 − 8 𝑃𝑃𝐴𝐴𝑃𝑃) = Ф(µ2 − 𝜷𝜷𝑿𝑿𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 ) − Ф(µ1 − 𝜷𝜷𝑿𝑿𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 )
𝑃𝑃(≥ 9 𝑃𝑃𝐴𝐴𝑃𝑃) = 1 − Ф(µ2 − 𝜷𝜷𝑿𝑿𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 )

The probabilities are multiplied by the respective average values of the crash bins, and these results
are summed to obtain the expected crash frequencies 𝐸𝐸𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 and 𝐸𝐸𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 at the intersection over the
entire crash period.

FI crashes
𝐸𝐸𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 = 𝑃𝑃(0 𝐹𝐹𝐼𝐼) ∗ 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴(0 𝐹𝐹𝐼𝐼) + 𝑃𝑃(1 − 4 𝐹𝐹𝐼𝐼) ∗ 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴(1 − 4 𝐹𝐹𝐼𝐼) + 𝑃𝑃(≥ 5 𝐹𝐹𝐼𝐼) ∗ 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴(≥ 5 𝐹𝐹𝐼𝐼)
PDO crashes
𝐸𝐸𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 = 𝑃𝑃(0 𝑃𝑃𝐴𝐴𝑃𝑃) ∗ 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴(0 𝑃𝑃𝐴𝐴𝑃𝑃) + 𝑃𝑃(1 − 3 𝑃𝑃𝐴𝐴𝑃𝑃) ∗ 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴(1 − 3 𝑃𝑃𝐴𝐴𝑃𝑃) + 𝑃𝑃(4 − 8 𝑃𝑃𝐴𝐴𝑃𝑃) ∗

𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴(4 − 8 𝑃𝑃𝐴𝐴𝑃𝑃) + 𝑃𝑃(≥ 9 𝑃𝑃𝐴𝐴𝑃𝑃) ∗ 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴(≥ 9 𝑃𝑃𝐴𝐴𝑃𝑃)

The procedure for computing expected crash frequencies is implemented in the following chapter
in the context of safety improvements applied to the rural local road network.
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6. SAFETY MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORK AND APPLICATION

6.1

Introduction

In the previous chapter, a statistical methodology for predicting the risk of crashes on rural local
roads was presented. The methodology was applied at rural local intersections to identify the road
and roadside features affecting the risk of FI and PDO crashes.
After determining which road/roadside features are most influential in increasing the crash
risk, as well as the particular intersections that share these features, the next step is to identify
appropriate safety improvements that can help lower the risk of crashes at the affected intersections.
The potential crash reduction savings afforded by these safety improvements may be discerned. In
order to do this, the expected annual frequencies of FI and PDO crashes are computed at each of
the affected intersections before and after implementing an improvement, using the results of the
developed statistical model. The total expected annual frequencies of FI and PDO crashes are then
computed by summing the expected annual crash frequencies from all affected intersections for
the same before and after periods. The crash reduction is simply the difference between the total
expected annual crash frequencies in the before and after periods. The crash reduction may also
be expressed as a crash reduction factor (CRF) or crash modification factor (CMF).
The National Safety Council annually publishes crash cost values for crashes of different
severity levels (National Safety Council, 2016). The reduction in the expected annual frequencies
of FI and PDO crashes are multiplied by the corresponding crash costs to determine the annual
economic benefit expected from a safety improvement.
The benefit-cost ratio (BCR) is used to relate the economic benefit provided by a safety
improvement to its cost (Sinha & Labi, 2007). While the economic benefit component of the BCR
has been discussed, the cost component is determined based on a variety of factors, including the
material costs, right-of-way preparation, man-hours of work, and maintenance costs. This
information may be obtained from the published literature, comparable work performed in other
similar jurisdictions, and standard pay rates for such types of work.
BCR values in excess of 1 indicate that the benefits outweigh the costs, and hence a safety
improvement is economically viable (Sinha & Labi, 2007). The objective is to select the safety
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improvements that produce the greatest BCR while staying within the prescribed budget.
Implementation of the safety management framework is demonstrated in the following section.

6.2 Application of the Safety Management Framework
Based on the findings from the statistical analysis of intersections, there are two non-AADT
variables that are particularly influential in increasing the risk of FI and PDO crashes. Namely,
these are the presence of trees and/or brush obstructing the line of sight in one or more corners of
the intersection and the presence of driveways and/or access points on the major road within the
intersection impact zone. At the intersections with obstructed sightlines, a potential low-cost safety
improvement involves clearing the trees and brush that are blocking drivers’ views. Furthermore,
at four-leg, two-way stop-controlled intersections with driveways/access points on the major road
(but not on the minor road), the placement of stop signs may be switched from the minor road to
the major road if the intersection is not offset and the difference in traffic volumes between the
roads is small. Implementation of these safety improvements is investigated in detail.
6.2.1

Clearing trees and brush at intersection corners with obstructed sightlines

Out of the 313 total intersections in the dataset, 104 intersections have trees/brush obstructing the
sightlines in one or more corners, and at which it would be feasible to remove the trees/brush. An
example intersection with obstructed sightlines is shown in Figure 6.1.
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Figure 6.1 Approaching an Intersection with Obstructed Sightlines (Division Road and N 350 W
in West-central Tippecanoe County)
First, the expected frequencies of FI and PDO crashes are computed at each of the 104 affected
intersections before the safety improvement is implemented. An example four-leg, two-way stopcontrolled intersection of undivided county roads is selected for demonstration. The intersection
has a major road AADT of 1172 vpd, minor road AADT of 1039 vpd (falling within the High
AADT categories for both roads), and no driveways/access points on the major road within the
intersection impact zone. The 𝜷𝜷𝑿𝑿 values for the FI and PDO crash types at the intersection are
computed using the above information and the parameter estimates with Equation 5.6:

FI crashes
𝜷𝜷𝑿𝑿𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 = 𝛽𝛽0𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 + 𝛽𝛽1𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 (𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴_𝑐𝑐𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐) + 𝛽𝛽2𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 (𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴2_𝑐𝑐𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐) + 𝛽𝛽3𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 (𝐴𝐴𝐿𝐿)+𝛽𝛽4𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 (𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴)+𝛽𝛽5𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 (𝐴𝐴𝑇𝑇) =
(1.500) + (0)(1) + (0)(1) + (−0.412)(0) + (0.262)(0) + (0.270)(1) = 1.770
PDO crashes
𝜷𝜷𝑿𝑿𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 = 𝛽𝛽0𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 + 𝛽𝛽1𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 (𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴_𝑐𝑐𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐) + 𝛽𝛽2𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 (𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴2_𝑐𝑐𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐) +

𝛽𝛽3𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 (𝐴𝐴𝐿𝐿)+𝛽𝛽4𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 (𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴)+𝛽𝛽5𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 (𝐴𝐴𝑇𝑇) = (1.840) + (0)(1) + (0)(1) + (−0.350)(0) +
(0.427)(0) + (0.518)(1) = 2.358
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The probability of the crash frequency being in each of the bins is determined as follows:

FI crashes
𝑃𝑃(0 𝐹𝐹𝐼𝐼) = Ф(−𝜷𝜷𝑿𝑿𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 ) = Ф(−1.770) = 0.0384

𝑃𝑃(1 − 4 𝐹𝐹𝐼𝐼) = Ф(µ1 − 𝜷𝜷𝑿𝑿𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 ) − Ф(−𝜷𝜷𝑿𝑿𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 ) = Ф(1.79 − 1.770) − Ф(−1.770) = 0.469
𝑃𝑃(≥ 5 𝐹𝐹𝐼𝐼) = 1 − Ф(µ1 − 𝜷𝜷𝑿𝑿𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 ) = 1 − Ф(1.79 − 1.770) = 0.493
PDO crashes
𝑃𝑃(0 𝑃𝑃𝐴𝐴𝑃𝑃) = Ф(−𝜷𝜷𝑿𝑿𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 ) = Ф(−2.358) = 0.00919

𝑃𝑃(1 − 3 𝑃𝑃𝐴𝐴𝑃𝑃) = Ф(µ1 − 𝜷𝜷𝑿𝑿𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 ) − Ф(−𝜷𝜷𝑿𝑿𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 ) = Ф(1.25 − 2.358) − Ф(−2.358) = 0.125

𝑃𝑃(4 − 8 𝑃𝑃𝐴𝐴𝑃𝑃) = Ф(µ2 − 𝜷𝜷𝑿𝑿𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 ) − Ф(µ1 − 𝜷𝜷𝑿𝑿𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 ) = Ф(2.18 − 2.358) − Ф(1.25 −
2.358) = 0.297

𝑃𝑃(≥ 9 𝑃𝑃𝐴𝐴𝑃𝑃) = 1 − Ф(µ2 − 𝜷𝜷𝑿𝑿𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 ) = 1 − Ф(2.18 − 2.358) = 0.569
Thus, the expected crash frequencies 𝐸𝐸𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 and 𝐸𝐸𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 at the intersection over the crash period are as

follows:

FI crashes
𝐸𝐸𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 = 𝑃𝑃(0 𝐹𝐹𝐼𝐼) ∗ 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴(0 𝐹𝐹𝐼𝐼) + 𝑃𝑃(1 − 4 𝐹𝐹𝐼𝐼) ∗ 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴(1 − 4 𝐹𝐹𝐼𝐼) + 𝑃𝑃(≥ 5 𝐹𝐹𝐼𝐼) ∗ 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴(≥ 5 𝐹𝐹𝐼𝐼) =
(0.0384)(0) + (0.469)(1.872) + (0.493)(8.0625) = 4.853 𝑐𝑐𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐
PDO crashes
𝐸𝐸𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 = 𝑃𝑃(0 𝑃𝑃𝐴𝐴𝑃𝑃) ∗ 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴(0 𝑃𝑃𝐴𝐴𝑃𝑃) + 𝑃𝑃(1 − 3 𝑃𝑃𝐴𝐴𝑃𝑃) ∗ 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴(1 − 3 𝑃𝑃𝐴𝐴𝑃𝑃) + 𝑃𝑃(4 − 8 𝑃𝑃𝐴𝐴𝑃𝑃) ∗

𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴(4 − 8 𝑃𝑃𝐴𝐴𝑃𝑃) + 𝑃𝑃(≥ 9 𝑃𝑃𝐴𝐴𝑃𝑃) ∗ 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴(≥ 9 𝑃𝑃𝐴𝐴𝑃𝑃) = (0.00919)(0) + (0.125)(1.663) +
(0.297)(5.965) + (0.569)(16.244) = 11.222 𝑐𝑐𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐

Since the crash period covers 13 years (2003-2015), the intersection’s expected annual crash
frequencies are 𝐸𝐸𝐴𝐴𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝐴𝐴𝑉𝑉𝑙𝑙 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 = 4.853/13 = 0.373 𝐹𝐹𝐼𝐼 𝑐𝑐𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐 and 𝐸𝐸𝐴𝐴𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝐴𝐴𝑉𝑉𝑙𝑙 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 = 11.222/13 =

0.863 𝑃𝑃𝐴𝐴𝑃𝑃 𝑐𝑐𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐. The total expected annual crash frequencies are computed by summing the

expected annual crash frequencies occurring at each of the 104 intersections with trees/brush
obstructing the sightlines:
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∑𝐸𝐸𝐴𝐴𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝐴𝐴𝑉𝑉𝑙𝑙 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 = 16.505 𝐹𝐹𝐼𝐼 𝑐𝑐𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐

∑𝐸𝐸𝐴𝐴𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝐴𝐴𝑉𝑉𝑙𝑙 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 = 47.491 𝑃𝑃𝐴𝐴𝑃𝑃 𝑐𝑐𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐
Next, the expected annual crash frequencies are determined after the obstructed sightlines have
been cleared. The procedure followed for the after case is identical to the before case, except for
the fact that the 𝐴𝐴𝑇𝑇 indicator variable changes from 1 to 0. The expected annual crash frequencies

at the intersection under consideration are 𝐸𝐸𝐴𝐴𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝐴𝐴𝑉𝑉𝑙𝑙 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 = 0.318 𝐹𝐹𝐼𝐼 𝑐𝑐𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐 and 𝐸𝐸𝐴𝐴𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝐴𝐴𝑉𝑉𝑙𝑙 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 =

0.651 𝑃𝑃𝐴𝐴𝑃𝑃 𝑐𝑐𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐 . The total expected annual crash frequencies over all 104 affected

intersections are ∑𝐸𝐸𝐴𝐴𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝐴𝐴𝑉𝑉𝑙𝑙 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 = 13.280 𝐹𝐹𝐼𝐼 𝑐𝑐𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐 and ∑𝐸𝐸𝐴𝐴𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝐴𝐴𝑉𝑉𝑙𝑙 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 = 32.359 𝑃𝑃𝐴𝐴𝑃𝑃 𝑐𝑐𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐.
Clearing the trees and brush from the obstructed sightlines reduces the total expected annual crash

frequencies by 3.225 FI crashes and 15.132 PDO crashes, or by 19.54% and 31.86%, respectively.
The results are summarized in Table 6.1. The annual economic benefit due to the safety
improvement is calculated by multiplying the reductions in the total expected annual crash
frequencies for FI and PDO crashes by the corresponding average crash costs. In the case of FI
crashes, the crash cost savings is (3.225)($1,268,718.44) = $4,091,616.97, while for PDO
crashes, the crash cost savings is (15.132)($32,182.53) = $486,986.04. This results in a total
annual benefit of $4,578,603.01.

For the purposes of road network screening in Indiana, crash cost values are determined
using the average economic and average comprehensive cost values by injury severity level
presented by the National Safety Council (2016). These costs are used to obtain the average crash
cost values for FI and PDO crashes occurring at the studied intersections. The average cost of a
FI crash is determined to be $1,268,718.44, while the average cost of a PDO crash is $32,182.53,
both adjusted to 2017 $.
The annual economic benefit due to the safety improvement is calculated by multiplying
the reductions in the total expected annual crash frequencies for FI and PDO crashes by the
corresponding average crash costs. In the case of FI crashes, the crash cost savings is
(3.225)($1,268,718.44) = $4,091,616.97, while for PDO crashes, the crash cost savings is
(15.132)($32,182.53) = $486,986.04. This results in a total annual benefit of $4,578,603.01.
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Table 6.1 Expected Annual Safety Performance of Affected Intersections under Current
Conditions and after Clearing Corners
Expected crashes
(current conditions)
FI crashes
16.505
PDO crashes
47.491
Total crashes
63.996
Number of affected intersections
Crash types

Expected crashes
(after clearing corners)
13.280
32.359
45.639

Crash
savings
3.225
15.132
18.357
104

Crash cost
savings (2017 $)
4,091,616.97
486,986.04
4,578,603.01

The cost component for the clearance of obstructed intersection corners is split into two
parts: the initial cost and the maintenance cost. These can be determined based on the number of
corners to be cleared, the average acreage to be cleared at each corner, and the cost per acre. At
the 104 intersections with obstructed sightlines, a total of 130 corners need to be cleared. The
average acreage to be cleared at each corner can be determined based on the proportion of the
intersection sight triangle that is obstructed. The dimensions of each sight triangle differ based on
the design speeds of the roads and the type of intersection traffic control (American Association
of State Highway and Transportation Officials, 2011). At the affected intersections, the acreage to
be cleared at each corner is measured using Google Earth. An average of 0.90 acres (39,204 ft2) of
trees/brush would need to be cleared at each corner. Hence, the total acreage to be cleared over all
130 corners is 117 acres. Finally, the cost of clearing trees and brush is provided by the Tippecanoe
County Highway Department on an hourly basis. The cost varies depending on the road’s traffic
volume (which may necessitate the use of flaggers on higher-volume roads), but averages
$883/hour. For a typical 8 hour working day, the daily cost is $7064. Crews may clear 2 acres of
land during this time (HomeAdvisor, 2017), resulting in a cost $3532/acre. The initial cost (𝐼𝐼𝑐𝑐 ) for
the clearance of obstructed intersection corners is computed as follows:

$3532 0.90 𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐𝑉𝑉𝑒𝑒
𝐼𝐼𝑐𝑐 = 130 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑉𝑉𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑒𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐 �
��
� = $413,244.00
𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐𝑉𝑉𝑒𝑒
𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑉𝑉𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑒𝑉𝑉

The maintenance cost relates to annual mowing of the clearance area. In order to keep the
maintenance cost as low as possible, this task may be accomplished in conjunction with regularly
scheduled roadside mowing. Tippecanoe County typically conducts roadside mowing 2 times per
year at a cost of $100/hour. Over an 8 hour working day mowing 1.5 acres per hour, the cost is
$66.67/acre. The annual maintenance cost (𝑀𝑀𝑐𝑐 ) for mowing the intersection corners is calculated

as shown:
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𝑀𝑀𝑐𝑐 = 130 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑉𝑉𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑒𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐 �

$66.67 0.90 𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐𝑉𝑉𝑒𝑒 2 𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐
��
��
� = $15,600.78/𝑦𝑦𝑒𝑒𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉
𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐𝑉𝑉𝑒𝑒
𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑉𝑉𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑒𝑉𝑉
𝑦𝑦𝑒𝑒𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉

The BCR for the clearance of all obstructed intersection corners is computed by relating
the total crash cost savings to the total cost (including the initial and maintenance cost components).
The initial cost component should be expressed in terms of an annualized cost (𝐴𝐴𝑐𝑐 ) over the

expected lifetime of the improvement. The following formula is used in the calculation (Sinha &
Labi, 2007):
𝑖𝑖(𝑖𝑖 + 1)𝑛𝑛
𝐴𝐴𝑐𝑐 = 𝐼𝐼𝑐𝑐 �
�
(𝑖𝑖 + 1)𝑛𝑛 − 1
where: 𝑖𝑖 = discount rate (percent),

𝑛𝑛 = expected lifetime of the safety improvement (years).
Typical discount rates range from 3 to 5 percent (Federal Highway Administration, 2002). For
example, using a discount rate of 4 percent and an expected lifetime of 30 years, the annualized
cost of clearing the obstructed intersection corners may be computed as shown below:
𝐴𝐴𝑐𝑐 = ($413,244.00) �

(0.04)�(0.04) + 1�
�(0.04) + 1�

(30)

(30)

−1

� = $23,897.94

The total annual cost 𝐴𝐴𝑐𝑐 is then calculated by adding the annualized cost and the annual
maintenance cost:

𝐴𝐴𝑐𝑐 = 𝐴𝐴𝑐𝑐 + 𝑀𝑀𝑐𝑐 = $23,897.94 + $15,600.78 = $39,498.72
Finally, the BCR is computed by relating the total annual benefit to the total annual cost. Note that
in this example, $1 of benefit to the users (total annual benefit) is assumed to be equal to $1 in cost
to the agency (total annual cost).

𝑇𝑇𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 =

$4,578,603.01
= 115.93
$39,498.72
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The BCR well in excess of 1 suggests economic feasibility of the safety improvement. It should
be noted that the expected lifetime of clearing obstructed intersection corners is indefinite, lasting
as long as the intersection undergoes no major changes or realignment. Using a discount rate of 4
percent, a sensitivity analysis of the BCR is performed for different expected lifetimes ranging
from 5 to 50 years. The results are shown in Figure 6.2. The BCR tends to level out as the expected
lifetime increases.
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6.2.2

Changing placement of stop signs from the minor road to the major road

At six intersections in the sample, it may be suitable to switch the placement of stop signs from
the minor road to the major road. The ratio of the major road AADT to the minor road AADT are
all below 2.5 at the affected intersections. After implementing such a change, the driveways/access
points would be located on the stop-controlled legs rather than on the uncontrolled legs. Figure 6.3
presents an example intersection where this change may be feasible.
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Before: Stop-controlled road
After: Uncontrolled road

Driveways

Before: Uncontrolled road
After: Stop-controlled road

Figure 6.3 Intersection where Stops Sign may be Switched from Minor Road to Major Road (W
750 N and N 450 W in Northwest Tippecanoe County) (Google Earth)
The expected frequencies of FI and PDO crashes are computed at each of the six affected
intersections before the safety improvement is implemented. An example four-leg, two-way stopcontrolled intersection of undivided county roads is examined for demonstration. The intersection
has a major road AADT of 1309 vpd and minor road AADT of 986 vpd (falling within the High
AADT categories for both roads). There is a residential driveway located on the major road
(uncontrolled) within the intersection impact zone. The 𝜷𝜷𝑿𝑿 values for the FI and PDO crash types
at the intersection are determined:

FI crashes
𝜷𝜷𝑿𝑿𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 = (1.500) + (0)(1) + (0)(1) + (−0.412)(0) + (0.262)(1) + (0.270)(1) = 2.032
PDO crashes
𝜷𝜷𝑿𝑿𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 = (1.840) + (0)(1) + (0)(1) + (−0.350)(0) + (0.427)(1) + (0.518)(1) = 2.785
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The probability of the crash frequency at the intersection being in each of the crash bins is
computed:

FI crashes
𝑃𝑃(0 𝐹𝐹𝐼𝐼) = Ф(−2.032) = 0.0211

𝑃𝑃(1 − 4 𝐹𝐹𝐼𝐼) = Ф(1.79 − 2.032) − Ф(−2.032) = 0.382
𝑃𝑃(≥ 5 𝐹𝐹𝐼𝐼) = 1 − Ф(1.79 − 2.032) = 0.596
PDO crashes
𝑃𝑃(0 𝑃𝑃𝐴𝐴𝑃𝑃) = Ф(−2.785) = 0.00268

𝑃𝑃(1 − 3 𝑃𝑃𝐴𝐴𝑃𝑃) = Ф(1.25 − 2.785) − Ф(−2.785) = 0.0600

𝑃𝑃(4 − 8 𝑃𝑃𝐴𝐴𝑃𝑃) = Ф(2.18 − 2.785) − Ф(1.25 − 2.785) = 0.212
𝑃𝑃(≥ 9 𝑃𝑃𝐴𝐴𝑃𝑃) = 1 − Ф(2.18 − 2.785) = 0.726

The expected crash frequencies 𝐸𝐸𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 and 𝐸𝐸𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 at the intersection over the crash period are as

follows:

FI crashes
𝐸𝐸𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 = (0.0211)(0) + (0.382)(1.872) + (0.596)(8.0625) = 5.520 𝑐𝑐𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐
PDO crashes
𝐸𝐸𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 = (0.00268)(0) + (0.0600)(1.663) + (0.212)(5.965) + (0.726)(16.244) =

13.158 𝑐𝑐𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐

The intersection has expected annual crash frequencies of 𝐸𝐸𝐴𝐴𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝐴𝐴𝑉𝑉𝑙𝑙 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 = 5.520/13 =

0.425 𝐹𝐹𝐼𝐼 𝑐𝑐𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐 and 𝐸𝐸𝐴𝐴𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝐴𝐴𝑉𝑉𝑙𝑙 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 = 13.158/13 = 1.012 𝑃𝑃𝐴𝐴𝑃𝑃 𝑐𝑐𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐 . The total expected
annual crash frequencies at the six affected intersections are as follows:
∑𝐸𝐸𝐴𝐴𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝐴𝐴𝑉𝑉𝑙𝑙 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 = 1.426 𝐹𝐹𝐼𝐼 𝑐𝑐𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐

∑𝐸𝐸𝐴𝐴𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝐴𝐴𝑉𝑉𝑙𝑙 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 = 3.339 𝑃𝑃𝐴𝐴𝑃𝑃 𝑐𝑐𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐
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Next, the expected annual crash frequencies are determined after the stop signs are switched from
the minor road to the major road. For the after case, the major and minor road AADT values are
exchanged, so the major road AADT falls under the Medium AADT category while the minor
road still falls under the High AADT category. In addition, the 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 (presence of driveways and/or
access points on the major road within the intersection impact zone) indicator variable changes

from 1 to 0. The expected annual crash frequencies at the intersection under consideration are
𝐸𝐸𝐴𝐴𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝐴𝐴𝑉𝑉𝑙𝑙 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 = 0.237 𝐹𝐹𝐼𝐼 𝑐𝑐𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐 and 𝐸𝐸𝐴𝐴𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝐴𝐴𝑉𝑉𝑙𝑙 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 = 0.537 𝑃𝑃𝐴𝐴𝑃𝑃 𝑐𝑐𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐 . The total expected

annual crash frequencies at the six affected intersections are ∑𝐸𝐸𝐴𝐴𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝐴𝐴𝑉𝑉𝑙𝑙 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 = 0.903 𝐹𝐹𝐼𝐼 𝑐𝑐𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐 and
∑𝐸𝐸𝐴𝐴𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝐴𝐴𝑉𝑉𝑙𝑙 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 = 1.855 𝑃𝑃𝐴𝐴𝑃𝑃 𝑐𝑐𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐. Switching the placement of stop signs from the minor road
to the major road reduces the total expected annual crash frequencies by 0.523 FI crashes and

1.484 PDO crashes, or by 36.68% and 44.44%, respectively. The results are summarized in Table
6.2.
The annual economic benefit due to the safety improvement is calculated. In the case of FI
crashes, the crash cost savings is (0.523)($1,268,718.44) = $663,539.74 , while for PDO

crashes, the crash cost savings is (1.484)($32,182.53) = $47,758.87. This results in a total
annual benefit of $711,298.61.

Table 6.2 Expected Annual Safety Performance of Affected Intersections under Current
Conditions and after Switching Stop Signs from Minor to Major Road
Expected crashes
(current conditions)
FI crashes
1.426
PDO crashes
3.339
Total crashes
4.765
Number of affected intersections
Crash types

Expected crashes
(after switching signs)
0.903
1.855
2.758

Crash
savings
0.523
1.484
2.007
6

Crash cost
savings (2017 $)
663,539.74
47,758.87
711,298.61

The cost component includes the hourly pay rate for the highway maintenance crew and
the expense of driving to intersections where the change is to be implemented. Furthermore, a
materials cost is incurred, as it is assumed that new stop signs are installed at the affected
intersections. Hourly pay rates for highway maintenance workers are obtained from the Bureau of
Labor Statistics for 2016. The mean hourly pay rate in Indiana for highway maintenance workers
is $16.66/hour (United States Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2017). The task may be completed by a
two-person crew over the course of two typical 8 hour days, resulting in a cost of $533.12. In order
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to compute the driving expenses, the distance between the intersections is determined using
Google Earth. The project involves driving a total distance of 90 miles over the course of the two
days. At standard mileage rates of 53.5 cents/mile (Internal Revenue Service, 2016), the driving
expenses equate to $48.15. Hence, the total labor cost is $581.25 (adjusted for inflation to $595.78
in 2017 $).
The cost of a stop sign and post is $100 (Sperry et al., 2008), or around $115.05 in 2017 $.
Two stop signs are installed at the six affected intersections, equating to a materials cost of
$1380.60. This results in a total improvement cost of $1976.38. Maintenance is not considered in
the analysis since there is no change in the maintenance cost before and after the implementation
of the safety improvement.
In order to maintain the color and retroreflectivity of stop signs, an expected lifetime of 10
years is used (Bischoff & Bullock, 2002). The same expected lifetime is also assumed for the post
attached to the stop sign. At a discount rate of 4 percent, the annualized cost (𝐴𝐴𝑐𝑐 ) over the expected
lifetime of the improvement is calculated as shown:

𝐴𝐴𝑐𝑐 = ($1976.38) �

(0.04)�(0.04) + 1�
�(0.04) + 1�

(10)

(10)

−1

� = $243.67

Finally, the BCR is computed:

𝑇𝑇𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 =

$711,298.61
= 2919.11
$243.67

Although the reduction in total expected annual crash frequency at the affected intersections is
relatively small (2.007 crashes per year), the improvement cost is so minimal that the project is
highly feasible from the economic perspective.

6.3

Discussion

The application of the safety management framework presented in this chapter shows its usefulness
in evaluating potential safety improvements applied on rural local roads. By clearing intersection
sightlines obstructed by trees and brush, a considerable benefit may be achieved as indicated by
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the reduction in expected crash frequencies and economic benefit. Due to factors such as the terrain,
nearby residences, and land ownership, not all obstructed intersection sightlines may be cleared.
On the approaches to these intersections, other potential low-cost safety improvements may be
considered, including the installation of “Dangerous Intersection” signs as shown Figure 6.4.

Figure 6.4 Example of “Dangerous Intersection” Sign (W 200 N and N 600 W in West-central
Clinton County, Indiana)
The reduction in expected crashes at intersections where the stop signs are switched from
the minor to the major road, in response to the presence of driveways/access points in the major
road impact zone, is relatively low due to the small number of affected intersections. When applied
on a broader scale (by multiple counties or across the state), the number of expected crashes saved
by this economically feasible improvement will become much greater. Another potential low-cost
treatment that may be considered at intersections with driveway/access points in the major road
impact zone is converting the intersection to an all-way stop. Implementing such a measure can
force drivers on the major road to slow down, thus providing increased reaction time to respond to
vehicles entering or exiting the driveways/access points.
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7. CONCLUSION

Summary and Findings
Rural local roads have among the greatest crash rates across all road facility types, yet these roads
are not well studied due to their low traffic volumes and overall crash frequencies. Rural local
roads comprise more than 80% of the rural road mileage in numerous states, including Indiana.
The established techniques for evaluating safety problems on rural state roads can identify specific
crash hotspots (locations with abnormally high crash frequencies) when applied on rural local
roads. However, these techniques may overlook other locations where hazardous road features
contribute to a high risk of severe crashes but where crashes have not yet occurred due to the
inherent randomness of such events. This makes it difficult for agencies to justify costly locationbased safety improvements on rural local roads.
This dissertation presents important steps in better justifying safety improvements on rural
local roads. It describes an approach for obtaining local road and roadside features, data that may
be limited or unavailable for such facilities. A methodological framework for assessing crash risk
using the bivariate ordered probit model was presented. The bivariate ordered probit model is well
suited for handling the low crash counts often present on rural local roads. The methodology was
applied to local intersections to identify the specific features influencing the risk of FI and PDO
crashes.
The research found that the AADT on the intersecting roads influenced the risk of FI and
PDO crashes at rural local intersections. In the final estimated model, AADT was split into three
categories each for the major and minor roads. It was found that being in a category with higher
volume tended to increase the crash risk in relation to being in a lower volume category.
Additionally, the presence of driveways/access points on the major road within the intersection
impact zone and the presence of trees/brush obstructing sightlines tended to increase the risk of FI
and PDO crashes, albeit with a lesser effect on the FI crash risk. In contrast, three leg intersections
had a decreased risk of both crash types. The method for determining expected crash frequencies
based on the estimated model was demonstrated.
The presented method also includes the prediction of the safety and monetary benefit from
low-cost improvements applied to multiple locations. Two low-cost safety improvements aimed
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at reducing the crash risk at the studied intersections were examined. First, intersection corners
with obstructed sightlines may be cleared. This improvement was found to reduce the annual
expected frequencies of FI and PDO crashes at affected intersections by 19.54% and 31.86%,
respectively, with an annual crash cost savings exceeding $4.5 million. Secondly, the placement
of stop signs can be switched from the minor road to the major road at four-leg, two-way stopcontrolled intersections where driveways/access points are present on the major road (but not the
minor road) and the difference in traffic volumes between the roads is not large. After making the
change, the expected frequencies of FI and PDO crashes at the affected intersections were reduced
by 36.68% and 44.44%, respectively, resulting in an annual crash cost savings of around $700,000.
Both safety improvements were found to offer very high BCRs, indicating the economic feasibility
of their implementation.

7.2

Contributions

This dissertation includes a number of contributions. First, it presents a low-cost technique for
obtaining local road safety data with breadth that is not covered in previous studies. The complete
method is presented as an appendix that may be adapted for use by local agencies interested in
conducting similar safety analyses of their road networks.
Furthermore, the study provides a data-driven statistical method for assessing crash risk on
rural local roads with a lower frequency of crashes. This method may be used independently or to
supplement traditional methods of safety evaluation on rural local roads. The specific
characteristics of intersections that influence the risk of FI and PDO crashes were identified for a
rural, agricultural county in Indiana. The findings present new variables that have not previously
been evaluated in the context of rural local intersections, as well as confirm some of the findings
from higher-volume road facilities.
Finally, this dissertation demonstrates a framework that can better assist local agencies in
justifying funding requests for improving rural local road safety. This framework shifts the focus
of benefit-cost analysis from expensive improvements applied at individual locations to safety
programs of low-cost improvements applied uniformly over numerous locations.
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7.3

Limitations and Future Research Directions

While the methodology described here is demonstrated for rural local intersections, it is also
applicable for segments and should be extended to these facilities in future research. A similar
statistical model may be estimated considering the effect of segment-level variables related to the
road curvature, driveways and access points, and the presence of roadside obstructions, among
other factors. Segments may offer further opportunities for safety improvements through the
alignment, cross-sectional, and roadside components.
Data on road surface type and condition was collected for rural local road segments. In
future safety examinations, the effect of road surface type and condition on crash risk at rural local
intersections should be evaluated.
The nature of the identified safety effects should be compared to those found on wellstudied rural state roads. If the similarity of effects on both road types are confirmed, then this
could allow transferring at least part of the knowledge of highway safety factors to rural local roads
to facilitate development of road screening and safety improvement measures for these roads.
Finally, the methods utilized in the SNIP2 network screening tool (used for higher-volume
state roads) may be adapted for the rural local road networks considered in this research.
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APPENDIX A. COLLECTING, PROCESSING, AND EXTRACTING DATA
FOR RURAL LOCAL ROADS

This appendix provides detailed instructions on the collection, processing, and extraction of rural
local road data, further elaborating upon the method presented in Chapter 4. The studied road
network in this appendix is Tippecanoe County (Indiana).

DATA COLLECTION OF ROAD AND ROADSIDE FEATURES
A. Setting up the data collection equipment
1. Install the Data Collector software on two of the laptops. The process is described here
for one laptop and should be duplicated for the other laptop. Note that it is assumed the
user is using a Windows operating system (Windows 10 is utilized here).
a. Create a folder on the Desktop (or another desired location) and move the Data
Collector software files to this folder. Click the “setup” application to initiate
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installation.
b. The following dialogue box appears. Click “Install”.
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c. Connect the portable USB camera to the laptop. In this case, the “Logitech HD Pro
Webcam C920” is used.
d. After the laptop has recognized the camera, click “Start Video”. The user is
prompted to choose their camera from the drop down menu. Once it has been
selected, click “OK”.
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e. If the video image does not show up, the “Video settings” may need to be adjusted.
In this example, the resolution is kept at the default “640 x 480”. Additionally,
check that “RGB 24” is selected from the drop down menu under “Pixel Depth (bits)
and Compression”. Click “OK” to proceed with these settings.
X

"

---Rediion

&4Qx48(1

9op-

PM Depth t,is)and ~
V

00B2•

~
~

“Video
settings”

Slat ~
9op-

The video image should now appear on the screen.
~ Data Colledor

Start recordng

9op-

Cl

X
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@I3

Note that the “Freq” (frequency) option is set to 0.2 by default. When the Data Collector software
is activated later, this means that a video image will be captured every 0.2 seconds.
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2. After the software has been installed and the cameras connected on both laptops, mount
the cameras to the dash inside the vehicle using an adhesive such as Velcro or tape.
One camera is oriented straight ahead and the other angled slightly to the right (as
shown below). This facilitates the simultaneous data collection of both the road and
roadside features.

3. This example assumes the user has knowledge of GPS and has acquired a portable GPS
device that may be mounted on the data collection vehicle, as well as installed the
associated software. A GPS device from the VectorNav “VN-200 Rugged” series is
used in this example. The GPS setup, which is run on a laptop separate from the data
collection laptops, is shown below.
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a. Connect the GPS USB cable to the laptop. The USB connection should periodically
be flashing green once it is connected.
b. Open the VectorNav Sensor Explorer software from the Windows start menu.
c. The VectorNav Sensor Explorer launches and asks the user to specify which sensor
to connect to. In this case, the defaults of “COM3” and “115200” for the “Port
Name” and “Baud Rate”, respectively, are sufficient. Click “Connect >>”.

Click
“Connect >>”

The sensor orientation appears on the screen.

VN-200T-CR
~_-0.0.0

'

0100017219

COM3
115200
INSllA

40
Count I Rising I_Q_I G...
Off l Off l Off I Off l ..•
None I O I None I No
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d. Check to make sure that the frequency of GPS data points collection is set at the
same frequency as the Data Collector software. Under the “Properties” section in
the lower left corner of VectorNav Sensor Explorer, set the “Async Data Output
Frequency” to 5 data points per second. This corresponds to the same frequency as
the Data Collector software (one video image every 0.2 seconds).

Properties

- SmemModule
Modol Number
Firmware Version
Hardware R~1s1on
Serial Number
User Tag
COM Port

Set to 5

e. Navigate to the “Data Logger” tab.

Firmware Version
Hardware Revision
Serial Number
User Tag
COM Port
COM Baudrate
Async Data Output Type
~nc Data OutP,ut Frequency
1±1 Synchronization Control
Ill

Click on the
“Data Logger” tab

1.0.0.0
0100017229
COM3
115200
INS LLA
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4. Position the laptop within the data collection vehicle and mount the GPS receiver on
the roof of the vehicle.

5. Synchronize the clocks on each of the three laptops. This is critical in order for the data
features and video images to be properly associated with the GPS coordinates. The
clock may be set under the Control Panel as follows.
a. Click on “Clock, Language, and Region”.
6J Control Panel
➔

v

1' 6J

> Control Panel

Adjust your computer's settings
System and Security
Review your computer's status
Save backup copies of your files with File History
Backup and Restore (Windows 7)

Find and fix problems

Network and Internet
Connect to the Internet
View network status and tasks
Choose homegroup and sharing options

View by: Category v

User Accounts
$ Change account type
Appearance and Personalization
Change the theme

Language, and Region

Hardware and Sound
Vi~ devices and printers

Add a device
Adjust commonly used mobility settings

Programs
Uninstall a program

uggest settings

Click on “Clock,
Language, and Region”
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b. Under the “Date and Time” heading, click on “Set the time and date”. The “Date
and Time” dialogue box appears. Then click on “Change date and time…” to reveal
the “Date and Time Settings” dialogue box.
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c. Adjust the clock under the “Date and Time Settings” dialogue box. When the clocks
are synchronized for each of the three laptops, click “OK” to accept the changes.
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Date and Time Settings
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Time:
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6. At this stage, two of the laptops should be running the Data Collector software
connected to the portable cameras, and the other laptop should be running the GPS
software (VectorNav Sensor Explorer) with the receiver mounted on the vehicle. It is
very important to begin collecting data simultaneously on each of the laptops. This is
done as follows.
a. Create a folder on the Desktop for both the laptops running the Data Collector
software. This folder will be used to store the video images and an Excel
spreadsheet of the data features that are collected.
b. Both the observers using the Data Collector software should click on “Start
recording”. This does not immediately initiate the data collection, but rather
prompts the following dialogue box asking the user to specify a folder and naming
convention for the video images that will be saved. Navigate to the folder on the
Desktop and enter an appropriate file name reflecting the data collection.
~ Data Collector

Nothmg

Speech

recognition
Seled: Video Device

1••lfflifi1 liiill!ftllUJ,.J!!fidl
~ Save Image Files

I Stop Video

.., Ct

p

Search Data_collection

j
Organize ..,

L

X
> This PC > Desktop > Data_collection

8

New folder

Videosettings 7

SelectlMUport

Name

51! This PC

C3

a

~

Desktop

Date modified

Type

No items match your search,

~ Documents

... Downloads

J'I

Music

~

Pictures

■ Videos

'.:.,. w ;n/(C:J

_

Data (D:)

_

l ocal Disk (G:)

Start recording
File name:

I j,ffitffijfflffiffl

Save as type: JPeg Image

Click “Start
recording”

A

Hide Folders

lI

. _ _Sa
_ v_e_ _

Cancel
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c. Both observers should click “Save” on the Data Collector software at the same time
the user of the VectorNav Sensor Explorer clicks “Record”. This initiates the data
collection.
~ DataC,lle<tor

"

X

~ Save lmage Files

1'
Organize •

1

►

Desktop

I

Data_collection

v

C.

Search D111_collechon

New folder
"

m This PC

a

This FC

Name

Desktop

Oatemodrfied

Type

No rltms match your search.

~ Documents
♦ Downloads

Ji Music
.,: Pictures
■ Videos

'!.. Win7 (C;)
_ Data(D:)
_ Loni Disk (G:)

Fil,aame

llll!llm!ll!!III

Saveu type:: JPeg lm19e
.,., HideFolders

Click “Save” in Data Collector
at the same time as “Record” in
the VectorNav Sensor Explorer

- System~
Model Number
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B. Determining the data collection route
1. Partition the studied road network into sections that can be covered in five-six hours of
work. In this example, the size of the study sections is approximately six miles by six
miles. The size of the sections deviates slightly based on the land use, topography, road
network density, and other factors of the area. City/county boundaries and major
highways, as well as natural features such as rivers, are used to draw the section
boundaries. All of the studied roads should fall outside city limits.
ippecanoe County (Indiana)
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2. Decide upon the pattern of data collection. For square and rectangular study sections
similar to what are examined in Tippecanoe County, one way to collect data is to drive
the section perimeter roads first, followed by the east/west roads and the north/south
roads. Data is collected only on the right side of the road during the first pass (forward
direction) over the roads. In the second pass (backward direction), the roads are
traversed in the opposite direction to collect data on the other side of the road.

3. Create a sketch or sketches displaying the data collection route overlaid on the road
network for a particular section. The example data collection route is broken down as
follows:
a. Choose a starting point at which to begin collecting data. A reasonable starting
point is often located along a boundary or major highway. Denote the starting point
as “Forward start”.
b. From the “Forward start” point, decide which direction to travel (forward direction).
c. Drive the perimeter roads along the section boundaries in the forward direction.
Additionally, drive other short road segments that intersect with the perimeter roads
but do not span across the entire length or width of the section. These short road
segments are travelled in both the forward and backward directions (represented by
the dashed and dotted arrow lines, respectively). Data is not collected on state
highways or after the first pass on roads traversed more than once in a particular
direction.
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d. Drive the east/west roads in the forward direction.
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e. Drive the north/south roads in the forward direction, ending at the “Forward end”
point.
W COUNTY L-.ie RD N
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North/south road
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f. Next, the roads are travelled in the backward direction, beginning at the “Backward
start” point (which is the same point as “Forward end” in this case). Drive the
north/south roads first.
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g. Drive the east/west roads in the backward direction.
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h. Drive the perimeter roads in the backward direction, ending at the point “Backward
end” (which is the same point as “Forward start” in this case).
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C. Data collection
After setting up the equipment and determining the data collection route, the data collection
may proceed. Both of the observers note the types and locations of different road and roadside
features for segments and intersections by entering commands into the Data Collector software.
These features are split amongst the observers in a way to even out the workload. Each of the
features collected in the field are broken down by observer (first and second) and described
below.
1. First observer
a. Driveways/access points
At the moment the observer passes by a driveway, the driveway’s location is noted
by typing “D” into the Data Collector software. Most driveways lead to a single
home, but some may lead to two homes or to a business. On the other hand, access
points are defined in this research as “a minor road leading into a housing
subdivision, apartment complex, or to a group of three or more homes”. Access
points are marked by typing “A” into Data Collector. Examples of driveways and
access points are shown below, both from the street level and from an aerial
viewpoint.
Driveway

Access point

Driveway and access point (Google Street View; Google Earth)
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b. Railroad crossings
There are three types of railroad crossings that are considered. “RC” is typed at the
location of a crossing that has crossbucks warning signs only. “RS” is typed at a
crossing that has both crossbucks signs and flashing signals. Finally, “RG” is typed
at a crossing that has crossbucks signs, flashing signals, and gates. Examples of the
different crossing types are shown below.

Crossbucks only

Crossbucks and signals

Crossbucks, signals, and
gates

Types of railroad crossings (MoDOT; Google Street View)

c. Intersection traffic controls
The type of intersection traffic control is noted as follows in this research. Let the
initial approach of the data collection vehicle to the intersection be the first
approach. The other intersection approaches are numbered counterclockwise from
the first approach. For intersections controlled as an all way stop, “SA” is typed by
the observer at the intersection. For intersections in which some of the approaches
are controlled by stop signs, “S” is typed followed by the numbering of the
approach(es) controlled by stop signs. For example, the intersection below would
be marked by entering the following command: “S13”.
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Uncontrolled

Uncontrolled

7 lI

S~op ~ p r o a c h
sign

Initial approach
(1st approach)

If an intersection has only three approaches, then the approaches are labeled as such.
4 th approach

•

Uncontrolled

Um.:onlrolltal

7 ll
Stop

d

appruat:h

sign

Initial approach

( 1" approach)

Similar to stop-controlled intersections, intersections in which some of the
approaches are controlled by yield signs are marked with “Y” followed by the
numbering of the approach(es) controlled by yield signs. Finally, intersections that
have no traffic control on all approaches are marked using the following keyboard
command: “NA”.

d. Speed limits
Speed limits are noted at the moment the observer passes by a speed limit sign. The
speed limit numbers are typed in Data Collector and can range from 20 to 55 (mph)
in 5 mph increments.
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e. Road surface type and condition
Data on the road surface type and condition may be collected in the field if it is not
readily available from an existing database. The command “PG” (short for
“pavement good”) is typed by the observer to mark the beginning location of a road
section with concrete or asphalt pavement in good condition. The command “PP”
(short for “pavement poor”) is used when the pavement is in poor condition, often
characterized by considerable cracking, rutting, and/or potholes. In a similar
fashion, the commands “GG” or “GP” are used when the road surface type is gravel
in good or poor condition, respectively. Gravel in poor condition is often
characterized by distresses such as “washboarding” and/or considerable rutting.
Examples of different road surface types and conditions are shown below. Note that
the road surface condition is subjective, and hence it may be evaluated slightly
differently by different observers.

Pavement in good condition

Pavement in poor condition

Gravel in good condition

Gravel in poor condition

Road surface types in good and poor conditions
(Estes Park Trail Gazette; Tri-State Neighbor; Wikimedia Commons)
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2. Second observer
a. Bridges
Bridges are noted by the observer typing “BR” at the location of the bridge
midpoint.
b. Lighting at intersections
The second observer types the keyboard command “I” to indicate the location of an
intersection that is lighted.
c. Roadside barriers
The observer types the keyboard commands “BS” and “BE” at the beginning and
ending points, respectively, of a segment with roadside barriers. In most cases, the
barriers are metal guardrails, as shown below.

Metal guardrails (Google Street View)
d. Point hazards
The observer types the commands “C”, “T”, and “H” in marking the locations of
culverts, isolated trees, and other “unspecified” point hazards, respectively, which
are within 10 feet of the roadway or shoulder edge and NOT protected by a roadside
barrier. Examples of unprotected point hazards are shown below.
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Unprotected point hazards close to the road (Eck & McGee, 2008; The Times-Gazette, 2016)

Groups of trees and shrubbery are also denoted by entering the “T” command.
However, if the trees and shrubbery make up a distinct line in the road’s right-ofway, then it is considered to be a forested right-of-way (discussed later).
Furthermore, the unspecified point hazards category includes such hazards as
concrete pillars and isolated utility poles. Lines of utility poles are classified
separately and discussed below.

e. Utility pole lines
The observer types the keyboard commands “US” and “UE” at the beginning and
ending points, respectively, of a segment with a line of utility poles within 10 feet
of the roadway or shoulder that are NOT protected by roadside barriers. An
example is shown below.
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Unprotected utility poles close to the road (Google Street View)
f. Forested areas
Dense woods, as well as lines of trees and shrubbery located in the road’s right-ofway, are considered to be forested areas. The beginning and ending points of
segments with forested right-of-ways are marked using the commands “FS” and
“FE”, respectively.
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The keyboard commands for the first and second observers are summarized in the tables below.

Summary of keyboard commands for the first observer
Data type
Driveways/access
points

Keyboard
command
D

Marks the location of a driveway

A

Marks the location of an access point

RC

Railroad crossings

Action

RS

RG

Marks the location of a railroad crossing controlled only by crossbucks signs
Marks the location of a railroad crossing controlled by crossbucks signs and flashing
signals
Marks the location of a railroad crossing controlled by crossbucks signs, flashing
signals, and gates

SA

Marks an intersection in which all approaches are controlled by stop signs

S__

(blank indicates the numbering of the approach(es) controlled by stop signs, moving

Marks an intersection in which some of the approaches are controlled by stop signs

counterclockwise from the initial, first approach)

Intersection traffic
controls

Marks an intersection in which some of the approaches are controlled by yield signs
Y__

(blank indicates the numbering of the approach(es) controlled by yield signs, moving
counterclockwise from the initial, first approach)

NA
Speed limits

20, 25, 30, 35, 40,
45, 50, 55

Marks an intersection in which all approaches are not controlled
Marks the speed at the starting location of a new speed limit zone

PG

Marks the starting location of asphalt or concrete pavement in good condition

Road surface type

PP

Marks the starting location of asphalt or concrete pavement in poor condition

and condition

GG

Marks the starting location of gravel in good condition

GP

Marks the starting location of gravel in poor condition
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Summary of keyboard commands for second observer
Keyboard

Data type

command

Bridges

BR

Intersection

I

lighting
Roadside barriers

Action
Marks the location of bridge midpoint
Marks the location of an intersection where lighting is present

BS

Marks the starting location of a roadside barrier

BE

Marks the ending location of a roadside barrier

C

Point hazards

T

H

US
Utility pole lines
UE

Marks the location of a culvert within 10 feet of the roadway or shoulder and not
protected by roadside barriers
Marks the location of an isolated tree within 10 feet of the roadway or shoulder and not
protected by roadside barriers
Marks the location of another type of “unspecified” point hazard within 10 feet of the
roadway or shoulder and not protected by roadside barriers
Marks the starting location of a line of utility poles within 10 feet of the road or shoulder
and not protected by roadside barriers
Marks the ending location of a line of utility poles within 10 feet of the road or shoulder
and not protected by roadside barriers

FS

Marks the starting location of a forested right-of-way

FE

Marks the ending location of a forested right-of-way

Forested areas

If an observer enters an incorrect command, then “E” is typed followed by the correct command.
Note: In order for the multi-character (two or more characters) commands to execute properly in
the Data Collector software, the following “Words” .ini file containing the multi-character
commands must be saved under the “Documents” or “My Documents” folder of each data
collection laptop.

storn Office Tem plates
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Ma pN etP ri nters-Win7

9/8/ 2013 6:43 PM

File folder
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File folder
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2/19/201712:32 AM

VBScript Script File
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ASS File
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Microsoft Word Backup Doc .. ,

~ desktop
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1 KB
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12/14/2015 5:27 PM

Microsoft Word Backup Doc.. ,

0 KB
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Microsoft Word Backup Doc...
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TMP File
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rd s - Notepad
File

Edit

Format

View

Help

1-H

LV

RC
RS

RG

SA
51

513

52
5 24
54

Yl
Y13

Y2
Y24
Y4
NA
20
25
30
35

40

45

50
55
PG
pp

GG
GP

BR
BS

BE
us
UE
FS
FE

The following steps summarize the data collection process:
1. Drive the roads in the study section using the route adopted previously. For Tippecanoe
County, reasonable data collection driving speeds range from 30-35 mph. As the
observers pass by the road and roadside features of interest, type the appropriate
keyboard commands.
2. If the driver and observers stop for a break or if data should not be collected over a
certain road segment, then the “Z” command is entered in Data Collector by both
observers. When data collection commences again, the “Z” command is entered a
second time. The GPS data may continue to be collected during this time.
3. Once all the roads have been driven in the study section, enter the “Z” command to
indicate the end of the data collection. Both the observers using Data Collector click
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“Stop recording” at the same time that “Stop” is clicked in the VectorNav Sensor
Explorer.

Click “Stop recording” in Data
Collector at the same time as
“Stop” in the VectorNav
Sensor Explorer
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The road features file (in .csv format) and video images obtained from Data Collector may be
found in the folder the user created prior to data collection.
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The GPS data is listed as a “recording” under the “DataSets” section in the upper left corner of the
VectorNav Sensor Explorer.

Recording p (6-39 08 PM 1/23/201 7)

. .ii] Recording i (12:27:45 PM 8/25/2016)

. ,ill Recording M (1:48:24 PM 8/5/ 2016)
•·,ill Recording D (2:23:31 PM 8/ 1/ 2016)

•· d Recording N (2:22:37 PM 8/ 5/ 2016)
···iiJ Rocording G (10:42:32 AM 8/4/ 2016)
•··d Recording f (12:45:45 PM 8/ 21/2016)

•·U Recording B (10:48:23 AM 7/29/ 2016)
d Recording I (10:28:25 AM 8/2/2016)
..ii] Recording O (10:38:16AM 8/6/ 2016)
[...{J Recording _ (10:49:25 PM 8/12/2016)

[ ..\Ll

Recording L (10:39:48 AM 8/5/2016)

[.....JJ Recording I (10:28:37 AM 8/27/2016)
[. . .c.J Recording m (1:05:40 PM 8/27/2016)
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DATA PROCESSING AND EXTRACTION
A. Linking the location data with the road and roadside features
The output from the field data collection consists of two parts: One file with the road and
roadside features and the corresponding timestamp and video frame number, and a second
file with the GPS point data (latitude, longitude, and elevation) and corresponding
timestamp. The GPS point data must first be converted to the appropriate .csv format. Then,
the road features and GPS point data may be linked based on the timestamp using an Excelbased macro developed in the Center for Road Safety. This process is described below for
the data of one of the observers during one of the data collection passes.
1. In this example, the VectorNav Sensor Explorer is used for reviewing the GPS data
points obtained during data collection. The specific procedure to export the data from
this program is beyond the scope presented here. However, the data should be imported
into Excel and follow the format shown below. Note carefully the “Latitude”,
“Longitude”, “Elevation”, and “Timestamp” columns. Note also the naming
convention used for the file, which includes the date the data was collected as well as
which part (pass) it was when traversing the roads. The data should be saved in .csv
format.
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2. Move the road features, GPS data points, and linking macro files to the desired file
location. Each of these files must be located in the same folder.
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3. Open the macro and enter the names of the GPS and road features files (including the
file extension) under the “Coordinates” and “Data” headings, respectively. Enter the
full path where the files are saved under the “Folder” heading. Click the “Run” button.
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The linked .csv file appears in the same folder as the field-collected data and the macro.

Gn open •

Organize •

Pri nt

Burn

New folder
T

"k

Favorites

!I:! Desktop

Date modified

Type

~ Macrolinking

12/31/ 2016 6:41 PM

Microsoft Excel M...

24 KB

12/ 31/2016 6:37 PM

Microsoft Excel C...

11 KB I

9/8/ 2016 4:35 PM

Microsoft Excel C...

1,163 KB

8/1/ 20161:07 PM

Microsoft Excel C...

6 KB

I® Data34-01-2016_10-34_Linked

Downloads

ti RecentPlaces

Size

Name

® 8_1_2016_partl
® Data34-01-2016_10-34

~ Libraries

,.e Computer
SL Win7 (C:)
c::;, Local Disk (E:)

I

Seagate Backup Plus Dri,

2

.pcprefs (\\ bridge.ecn.p,

CiJl hall198 (\\ bridge.ecn.pu1
2 ha11198 (\\ myhome.itap,1
;II A360 Drive

qi Network

4. Open the linked data file, insert a row at the top, and enter the column headings as
shown:
B
File

I-ion-

~

•

'

-to1m:

- 'o'l'I

Access Web

O,t0:4-Cl·,Cl6_10•:,_L,nkc<I
0

fl :>t:1l

1-rom 1- •om U:he•

TO<t

&~recs•

Pcqc:: l dyoul

b:1st1ns

Con1cctoM

a_
l'cm

R~..- n v

E! Sh,wQ,crcs
~ F,0111 Tc.bl'=

Nev,

QJcry"' r e R~:entSources

V1=-!'

D
L,

Au.1-i b

ELU:3EAM

~ Connections

IE! F1upc::11.io

-<et•es-h
A l • bEci:Unks

Gtt & T1ensfo1m

G?: l?de•na )eta

N19

Fon uleo,

il

Ccnn?c:icns

!>ort

ACROBAT

T 1'.:1.,
-1lte•

Tt:cHn

'!!. 'bi,ply

,;, Acvanced

Q -: Inc:: V'l'h:i

yt.U v,,ml lJ \.I;.

I ex1 to Hash 1-(emc,ve
Jet.:.
Co umn$ ~ill Cup i:ltc:s Vil d.it: on ..

Sort & : l:e,

Ceta·

f,

A
B
C
D
1 Time_data
Frame Desc Latitude
40.49490661
2 0.440412384
12 PG
40.49806616
3 0.441203356
349 D
4 0.441496991
474 D
40.49997203

F
G
E
Longitude
Elevation Time coor
-87.09393923 183.743 0.440412153

-87,09403852
-87.09408252

H

184.11 0.441203819
184.309 0.441497917

The linked data includes both the intersection and segment features (“Desc”, short for description)
and their locations (“Latitude”, “Longitude”, and “Elevation”). It also includes the video frame
number (“Frame”) and the timestamps from both the road features data file (“Time_data”) and the
GPS point coordinates (“Time_coor”). Note that the formatting of the timestamp entries in the
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linked data may change from what is displayed in the unlinked road features and GPS files, but it
can be changed as needed using the number formatting options in Excel.
Save the document before continuing. Further data processing is described below, first for
intersections and then for segments.

B. Intersections
Extracting the intersection data

The types of traffic control and corresponding locations of each intersection are included
as a part of the linked data file for the first observer. The intersection data is isolated from
this file using the following steps.
1. Open the .csv file in Excel and navigate to the filter under the “Data” tab to select only
the intersections from the linked data file. Highlight the top row (with the headings)
and click “Filter”.
B
File

4) •

•
Home

Data34--01-2016_10-34_Lonked Insert

[m ~ ~ ~

From From
Access Web

Page Layout

Formulas

la

i

From From Other

Existing

New

Text Sources·
Get External Data

Connections

Query.

A

5l show Queries
(m From Table

L'0 Recent Sources

Get & Tran sform

f,,

Al

Review

View

Add-rns

~ ~ Connections
11V

~ Properties

Refresh
All • ~ Editlinl:s

BLUEBEAM

~!
H

ACROBAT

[ill]z

T

Sort

Filter

Tc1ea,

°"' Reapply

Q

Team

Tell me what you want to do.

9..~

[§ti

r::::Y
ct9

Text to

Flash Remove
Data
Columns Fill Duplicates Va lidation•

Conn,ctions

Data Tc

Time_data

B

C

D

E

F

Highlight the
top row and
click “Filter”

H

E longitude
1 Time_data g FramEG DesE Latitude
E Elev
2 0.440412384
12 PG
40.49490661 -87.09393923 183.74
3 0.441203356
349 D
40.49806616 -87.09403852
184.11 0.441203819
4

0.441496991

474 D

40.49997203 -87.09408252

184.309 0.441497917

2. The intersections are represented under the dropdown “Desc” heading as the entries
beginning with “S” (controlled by stop signs on some or all of the approaches), “Y”
(controlled by yield signs on some of the approaches), and “N” (uncontrolled on all of
the approaches). Select all of the intersection types and click “OK”.
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File

'

Dm

Ho m e

Insen

Page _ayouc

Formulas

Review

o/1':!1/1

Add-ins

~ 61Sh :,>wQueritl
From

Fror,

From From Oth er

A ccc:;.s

Web

T Cllt:

N

Exi;;t ing

S::>urcc:;. •

C:>nnc cti:>ns

/..

Al

!ffi Frvrn - dlilt.'

Qucry.

I@ P,e:ent 5our:es

Dropdown
menu

Tim~ cat

z.

Su1l A LuZ

i,.

<;n:rt7-o A

'?;,;

.Clear Filter Frorr 'Desc

40.49490661
40.49806616

Sor!; ::,y Color

4

40.49997203
40.50481 666

l-1lte1 try Color

'..i

Text Eitc-r~

6

40 .50680674
00077
Select different

Se,m:h

I

r··~{Sel~

,-D e

8

,-n"

68263
40.53838864

LOGO

i□LV

10

:--·~NA

!-··□ ~(.

11
17
13

'"··□ PP
: i.tl ~l
!---~ '.ilJ

40 .54446324
40.54446324

H!lsi

40 .54473441

:...~ " ,,'4

!--M SL
I 12lY1
1···!2lY1J

14
15

40.55723062
40.56211349

17

18

239
324

Click “OK”

!:::~:~

16

66125

intersection types

\-DE

'J

[AflJ

~Clcor

i!

T.

Sort

F, ter

l} Advcn:ed

F.t=ciµply

Tell m

Ta:xt to Fash
ColurTn'.S =ill

E
El Longitude

.

3

~!

"!"

C

Teem

, . . ._ __ _ _ l rn'ltrtmn~

A
1 Time- data
"2

A:P,CM,-

BLUEBE.Arv

-· · ·- - - · ·--

-· - ·

-- .

40 .56275735

F
G
I
I
E] Elevatio nEJTime_coor 8
-87.09393923 183.743 0.4404121 53
-87 .09403852
184.11 0.441203819
-87.09408252 184.309 0.441497917
-87 .0942231 185.452 0.442206134
-87 .0942532 186,258 0 .442543981
-87.09452927 195.369 0.444358796
-87.09458984 195,936 0 .444837963
-87.09474195 194,924 0.445638889
-87.09475192
195.12 0.446152778
-87.09475829 193,578 0.446835648
-87 .094 75829 193.578 0.446835648
-87.09475671
193.63 0 ,44687037
-87.09475672 193,604 0.446872685
-87.09475712 194.134 0 .44731713
-87.09503934 193,395 0.448354167
-87.095236 195.487 0.448946759
-87 .09526584
195.56 0 .449085648

3. Copy and paste the selected intersections to a blank Excel workbook.
8 ., •
File

•

Home

Bookl - Excel
Insert

Page Layout

From From
Access W•b

From From Oth,r
Tm Sources •

o

Review

E

Existing

Ea Show Queries
IE
WJ From Tabl•
N,w

Connections

Qu•,y • L'G Recent Sources

~

~ [l [l [}

Formulas

Get External Data

Vtew

u

R.tr,sh
All •

Get & Transform

Add-ins

(II Connec.tions
~ Properttes

I:'.\ Edit Link<

BLUEBEAM

ACROBAT

~l

[ml

T

u

Sort

F,lt,r

_

~

Tciear

'I!'.

Q Tell me what you w ant t o

Team

R,apply

~ • Advanced

§]~

~

9..~

Troto Flash Re:move
Dat,
Columns Fill Duplicat,s Validati

Sort & Filter

Connections

[)

Ix

M13

A
1 Time_data

B

C
D
Frame Desc Latitude

E
Longitude

F

G
Elevation Time_coor

2

0.442205787

776 S2

40.50481666

-87.0942231

185.452 0.442206134

3

0.442544329

920 S4

40.50680674

-87.0942532

186.258 0.442543981

4
5
6

0.444837384

1897 S24

195.936 0.444837963

0.447317361

2954 S24

40.52666125 -87.09458984
40.54852324 -87.09475712

0.449084491

3707 S24
·--- -- .

40.56275735 -87.09526584
·- ----- ·-· -- --- ·--- ..

-· - ·- ··---

194.134

0.44731713

195.56 0.449085648

.. -

- .. - -

~

Q

·- · - · ·- · -

H
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4. Change the number format of the “Time_data” column. Highlight the entries in the
“Time_data” column, right click, and navigate to “Format Cells…”.
X

A2

A

Ix

~

Calibri

0.442205787037037

• 11

• A.

A.

$ • % ' ~

E

F

G

Elevation Time_coor
1 Time_data s r ~ ~ • .It. . s . ~.g :.g <
Longitude
40.5-0481666
-87.0942231 185.452 0.442206134
2 0.442205787
To S2
3

0.442544 J(,

4
5
6

0.444837 •ei PasteOptions:
....
0.44731'Z
D
Paste S,pecial...
0.449084
0.451314 JD Smart lookup
!nsert...
0.453188
Qelete. ..
0.45418
Clear Contents
0.456493 ~ Quick Analysis
Fiftgr
0.459682
• 52708342
S2rt
0.463335
' 54879201
Insert Comment
0.465468 p
56273873
f ormat Cells...
0.467248 la Pic!t From Drop-down list... 56283922
56248274
0.4
Define N~me...
Hyperljnk
...
0.471546 1,
[54128874

7

8
9
10
11

12
13

14
15
16

50680674
52666125
54852324
56275735
56296151
56284826
).5628419
54913459

Cut

If~ hOPY

-87.0942532
-87.09458984
-87.09475712
-87.09526584
-87.07649291
-87.05732422
-87.04768878
-87.04745719
-87.04680576
-87.0474238
-87.04754285
-87.03067826
-87.01155318
-87.01129897

186.258
195.936
194.134
195.56
195.443
196.363
196.863
198.18
195.897
198.212
196.538
197.73
196.88
194.173

0.442543981
0.444837963
0.44731713
0.449085648
0.451314815
0.453187269
0.45418044
0.456492824
0.459682639
0.463335301
0.46546956
0.467249537
0.469098958
0.471545718

5. In the dialogue box that appears, navigate to the “Number” tab. Click on “Custom”
under the “Category:” list.
format Cells
f\unber

Navigate to the
“Number” tab

Alignment

!;ategory.
..

Grnenl
Nurrber

curency

Acccu,ting
Ott(
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S#,##OJ ;;S#,#410)

Click on
“Custom”

s ,,,#OJ;:Rec)(l #,•#O)

0,1,1,

OK

CancEI

1

I
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6. In the “Type:” box, enter the number format as follows: "h:mm:ss.00”. This displays
the time down to the hundredth of a second. Click “OK” when finished.

lateaoiv:
uenera1
Number

currency
Accour tin g
D:1lt:
Ti ,i;,

Pcrccntogc
F1;irtin1
Scic1,tifi c

rrrrrr-w
11:111111 AMPM
h:mm:(c AM.'PM
h:mm

Tex1
Si;i,cci.11

1m1.u,111

h:rnrn:!s
rr/ dtJWY h:mm

Fl

rrrr:ss
rrm:ss,O
@I

[h]:mm:ss
QPIPIP

Type tlic numbcr fornnt code. using 01c of the e:<isting :cde:- ~s .i st:uting pcir t,

OK

]

I

Cane.I

Repeat steps 4-6 for the “Time_coor” column. After completing these steps, the data should appear
as follows:
f,,
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A

B

C

1 Time_dat a
Frame Desc
10:36:46.58
2
776 S2
3
10:37:15.83
920 S4
4
10:40:33.95 1897 S24
5
10:44:08.22 2954 S24
6
10:46:40.90 3707 S24
7
10:49:53.56 4657 S24
8
9
10
11

12
13

14
15

10:52:35.46
10:54:01.19
10:.'.:i7:21.00
11:01:56.54

5455
5878
G8GJ
8222
11:07:12.19 9778
11:10:16.51 10687
11:12:50.31 11445
11:15:30.24 12234
.. . .. .... .... . ~.-. .. ............. .-

S4
Y2
Y1J
S1
Y13
Yl
S13
Y2

. ..

D
Latit ude

4 0.50481666
40.50680674
4 0.52666125
40.54852324
40.56275735
4 0.56296151
4 0.56284826
40.5628419
405491J4.'.:i9
40.52708342
4 0.54879201
40.56273873
40.56283922
4 0.56248274
•

,...

r-

.

.. .... ,... ..........

E
Longit ude

-87 .0942231
-87 .0942532
-87.09458984
-87.09475712
-87.09526584
-87.07649291
-87.05732422
-87.04768878
-87.0474.'.:i719
-87.04680576
-87.0474238
-87.04754285
-87.03067826
-87.01155318
......... ,...

. . ,... ...................

F

G

Elevation Time_coor

185.452
186.258
195.936
194.134
195.56
195.443
196.363
196.863
198.18
195.897
198.212
196.538
197.73
196.88
.. ,... . .. .........

10:36:46.61
10:37:15.80
10:40:34.00
10:44:08.20
10:46:41.00
10:49:53.60
10:52:35.38
10:54 :01. 19
10:.'.:i7 :20.98
11:01:56.58
11:07 :12. 17
11:10 :16.57
11:12 :50.36
11:15 :30. 15
•

•

.. ....

,... •

r- r-
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7. Enter an appropriate name for remembering the file and save it as a .csv in the desired
folder.

Save As

lie

• \jl
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Date modified

Type

Downloads

~ 8_1 _2016_part1
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Microsoft Excd C...

1,163 KB

~ Dat a34-()1•2016_10· 34
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Microsoft Excd C...

6 KB
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Computer
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~-I
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Adjusting the intersection locations

The locations of each of the intersection data points should be at the intersection center.
However, the field-collected data points are not always located at the intersection center,
and thus may need to be moved. The following steps detail the process, beginning with the
conversion of the intersection .csv file to a .kml file compatible with Google Earth. This
conversion is done using a tool developed at the Center for Road Safety.

1. Install the kml converter software and generate the .kml file.
a. Create a folder on the Desktop (or another desired location) and move the software
files to this folder. Click the “setup” application to initiate installation.
b. The following dialogue box appears. Click “Install”.
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The software appears. It may also be accessed from the Windows start menu.
File
File Contents

I Generate KMLfile from CSV I

Generate CSV file from KML
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c. Click “File” and “Select CSV file”.

IZili:ilaiEliiiil
Select CSV file

File Contents

Select KMVfile

I Generate KMLfile from CSV I

Generate CSVfile from KML

d. Select the .csv file containing the intersections. Click “Open”.
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The information contained in the .csv file appears in the “File Contents” box.
a5' Main Program

File
File Contents
Time _data.Frame.Desc.Latitude.longitude.Bevation. Time_coor

10:36:46.58. 776.S2.40.504Sl 666. -87.0942231.185.452.10:36:46.61
10:37:15.83.920.S4.40.50680674. -87.0942532.186.258. 10:37:15.80
10:40:33.95. 1897.S24.40.52666125.-87.09458984.195.936.10:40:34.00
10:44:08.22.2954.S24.40.54852324.-87.09475712. 194.1 34.10:44:08.20
1046 40.90.3707.S24.40.56275735.-87.09526584.195.56. 10 46 41.00
10:49:53.56.4657.S24.40.56296151. -87.07649291.195.443.10:49:53.60
10:52:35.46.5455.S4.40.56284826. -87.05732422.196.363.10:52:35.38
10:54:01.1 9.5878.Y2.40.5628419.-87.04768878.196.863.10:54:01.1 9
10:57:21.00.6863.Y13.40.54913459.-87.04745719. 198.1 8.10:57:20.98
11 :01:56.54.8222.S1.40.52708342.-87.04680576.195.897. 11 :01:56.58
11 :07:1 2.1 9.9778.Y13.40.54879201.-87.0474238.198.212. 11 :07:1 2.1 7
11 :10:1 6.51.10687.Yl .40.56273873.-87.04754285.196.538. 11 :10:1 6.57
11: 12:50.31.11 445.S 13.40.56283922. -87.03067826.197.73. 11: 12:50.36
11 :1 5:30.24. 12234.Y2.40.56248274.-87.011 55318. 196.88. 11 :1 5:30.1 5
11 :1 9:01.63. 13276.NA.40.54128874.-87.011 29897. 194.1 73. 11 :1 9:01.55
11 :23:11.44.14508.Yl .40.56237708.-87.011 41429.197.791.11 :23:11.36
11 :25:53.04.15305.S1 .40.56139204.-86.99193705. 191.72. 11 :25:52.94
11 :29:52.1 2. 16484.S 13.40.54128161. -86.99209718.202.763. 11 :29:52.1 5
11 :32:08.38.17156.S 13.40.52669385. -86.99236976. 198.843. 11 :32:08.35
11 :35:10.80.18055.S 1.40.50494185. -86.99195006. 189.517. 11 :35:10.73
11 :36:01.39.18305.S2.40.50473918.-86.98681324.187.611 .11 :36:01.33

[ Generate KMLfile from CSV

I Generate CSVfilefrom KML I

e. Click “Generate KML file from CSV”.
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Gcnc~c CSV file from KML

Click “Generate
KML file from CSV”
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f. Specify the name and location where to save the .kml file that will be generated.
Click “Save”.
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The .kml file is saved to the specified location.

2. Open Google Earth. In this case, Google Earth Pro was used.
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3. Go to “File” and click “Open”.
I§" Google Earth Pro
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4. Open the .kml file containing the intersection data points.
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The intersection data points now appear on the map and are listed under the “Temporary Places”
on the left side of the screen. Each data point is represented by its intersection traffic control,
followed by an underscore and the corresponding video frame number.
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5. In Google Earth, the default view is tilted when zooming into a data point. However,
the view should look directly down on a point in order to ensure that it is moved to the
proper location at the intersection center. To change this setting, select “Tools” and
then “Options…”.
le Earth Pro
File
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6. From the dialogue box that appears, select the “Navigation” tab. Under the “Navigation”
section, the default option is set to “Automatically tilt and enter ground level view”.
Uncheck this box and check the box “Do not automatically tilt while zooming”. Click
“Apply” to accept the changes and then “OK”.
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7. Now the intersection data points may be moved to the appropriate locations, as
necessary. Zoom in on the first data point, right click it, and navigate to “Properties”.
The following “Edit Placemark” dialogue box appears.
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8. The point may be dragged to the center of the intersection, automatically updating the
GPS coordinates in the process. Click “OK” to save the changes.
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Repeat the process for each of the data points.

9. Due to the route taken during data collection, some roads were traversed more than
once, thus resulting in multiple data points at some intersections.
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In such cases, the data point with the lower video frame number is retained and the data point with
the higher video frame number is removed. Right click on the data point with the higher video
frame number and select “Delete”.
ex: 37.407229, -122. 107162
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10. Once all the data points are accounted for, right click on the imported points folder
under “Temporary Places” and click on “Save Place As…”.
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11. A dialogue box appears allowing the user to save the file as either a .kmz or .kml file.
In this example, the file is saved as a .kml. Navigate to the desired folder location and
name the file using a name to clearly distinguish it from the original intersection data
points file (for example, adding “updated” to the file name). Click “Save”.
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12. The updated intersection data points file may be converted back to a .csv file using the
kml converter software as follows:
a. After opening the software, click “File” and “Select KMV file”.
cg M ar- Progra'Tl

FIi: Ccrtert,

I Gener.rte Kr1L filcfrorn c;·,

{ G:=ncok CSV file from <lilL
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b. Select the .kml file containing the updated intersection data points with adjusted
locations. Click “Open”.
aSJ Open
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The information contained in the .kml file appears in the “File Contents” box.
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<'xml version="l .O" encoding ="UTF-8"?>
<kml xmlns ="http;//www .opengis.neUkm/2.2'' xmlns:gx='http;//www .google.com/kml/ext/2.2" xmlns:kml="http;//www .opengis.net/kml/2.2"
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<Pair>
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Genel!lte KML file from CSV

Generate CSVfile from KML
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I
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c. Click “Generate CSV file from KML”.
D'i

Main Prog ram
File
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<?lcml ver.,lon=" l .O" encoding="UTF-8"?>
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Generate KMLfile from CSV

Generate CSVfile from KML

Click “Generate CSV
file from KML”

d. Specify the name and location where to save the .csv file that will be generated.
Click “Save”.
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Extracting intersection features
After the intersection data point locations have been adjusted, various intersection features
may be extracted using aerial images in Google Earth. The following steps describe the
process.

1. Open the .kml file with the adjusted intersection locations in Google Earth. This file
was created in the previous section of this appendix.

2. Open a blank Excel workbook.
a. Enter the column headings as shown in the figure below. These features correspond
to the intersection as a whole.
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b. Enter the column headings for features that pertain to the major road.
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c. Enter the column headings for features corresponding to the minor road.
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3. Save the spreadsheet as a .csv file in the same folder as the intersection data points
file. Include the word “features” in the name.

4. Adjust Google Earth and the spreadsheet so that both are visible simultaneously.
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HOME
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-------r------,
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• 11
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5. If they are not already selected, check the boxes next to “Border and Labels” and
“Roads” under “Layers” in the bottom left corner of Google Earth.
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> D The new Google Earth
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6. The following procedures should be followed for each intersection data point under
consideration. The point “S1_20783”, which represents the intersection of US 52 and
County Road 1100 S in southeastern Tippecanoe County, is examined in this context.
Enter the point ID under the “ID” column.
....11..,uvo,u

~

•)I

:] [
A

1 ID

2 S1 20783
3

4

5
6

7
8
9

7. Enter the number of legs at the intersection under the “Legs” column. Furthermore, the
intersection offset distance (if applicable) is measured using the “Ruler” and entered
under the “Offset” column. The intersection is not offset in this example, so the offset
distance is entered as “0”.
.. 111

:":ii !-,•

“Ruler”
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Offset
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Although not applicable in this context, the figure below shows an example of an offset intersection.
The offset would be entered as 113 (feet). Only offset distances up to 150 feet are considered,
which is the extent of the intersection impact zone. If the offset distance is greater than 150 feet,
then it is considered to be two separate intersections.

p Length:
Ground Length:
Heading:

113.31 ~IF_e_
e t_ _ _ _~
113.31
90.81 degrees
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8. The angle between the intersection legs is determined using the “Heading” value shown
under the “Ruler” tool. In the current example, the headings of the legs are found to be
approximately 320 degrees and 270 degrees. The difference between the headings is
the intersection angle (50 degrees), which is entered under the “Angle” column.
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Path

Polygon

Cirde

30 polygon

30 path

Line

Measure the distance betw een two points on the ground

Map Length :
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Gro~qd Legg)b ·
~ Heading :
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121 Mouse Navigation
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Save
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1 ID
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X
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Polygon

Map Length:
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Heading :

Path

Legs

30 path
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Mouse Navigation

208 .3 5 .._IF_ee
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298:35
319 , 64 degrees
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Save
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B

2 S1 20783 3

Cirde

Measure the distance betiNeen two points on the ground
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D

Offset

Angle

0
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E
orners_ag Co rn er

3
4

5
6

7
A

Note that the intersection angle always falls in the interval 0 < Angle ≤ 90.
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9. The number of intersection corners with agricultural land use or considerable
trees/brush located in the sight triangles are noted in the “Corners_ag” and
“Corners_tree” columns, respectively.
r.

Font

_ fx
A

C

Legs

Alignment

0

F

D

Offset

Angle

3

Corners_ag Corners tree

1

0

0

Agricultural
land use

10. The classification of the major road is entered as either “Local” or “State” under the
“Maj_class” column. Furthermore, the type of road facility (“Divided or “Undivided”)
is entered in the “Maj_facility” column. The name of the major road is input under the
“Maj_name” column.
B I
Clipboard

r.

.!!. •

r.

Font

fx
G

Alignmtnt

US52

H

Corners_tree Maj_class Maj_facility Maj_name Ma
State
Divided
us 52
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11. Some counties and most states maintain data on AADT for their road networks. If
AADT is available for the major road, it may be entered in the “Maj_AADT” column
along with the corresponding year (“Maj_AADT_year”). If the AADT is different on
the opposing major road legs, then the average AADT should be entered for
“Maj_AADT”.

r

K
J
IM aj_class 'Maj_facility IMaj_name Maj_AADT Maj AADT year Ma.

G

0 State

H

Divided

US 52

11566

2015

12. Considering the adopted approach numbering convention, the type of traffic control on
the major road is entered in the “Maj_control” column of the spreadsheet using the
following notation: “S” (stop), “Y” (yield), or “N” (no control).

"'
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1 l'.h J ;;.:.,)1 M ~J
i 1:,;,,,

~)I

__

_.

yi:,,.t •.'l~J t:M W:l M$1I I

1111:

ti
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13. Indicate the number of major road lanes (“Maj_lanes” column), the number of major
road legs with a dedicated right turn lane (“Maj_right” column) or dedicated left turn
lane (“Maj_left” column), and the presence of an intersection passing lane (“Maj_pass”
column entering “Yes” or “No”).
B
Clipboard

Ii

I

!!
r.

Font

fx

P2

Alignment

No

4 through lanes
Maj_control Ma j_la nes Maj_right Maj_left
N

4

1

Ma j_pass
1 No

Dedicated
right turn lane
Dedicated
left turn lane

Although not present in this situation, an example of an intersection passing lane is shown below.
The passing lane allows vehicles traveling through the intersection on the major road to bypass
vehicles waiting to turn left onto the minor road.

Minor
road
Major
road

Intersection
passing lane
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14. The intersection impact zone includes the portions of each leg located within a 150foot radius of the intersection midpoint. Any driveway or access point within this zone
is noted. Measure the distances between the intersection midpoint and the nearest
driveway or access point on the major road using the “Ruler” tool. These distances are
entered in the “Maj_drive” and “Maj_access” columns, respectively. If there is no
driveway or access point on the major road within the impact zone, enter “No”.
Furthermore, enter the total number of driveways and/or access points on the major
road within the impact zone in the “Maj_num_drive_access” column.
B

I
Font

r;

fx
R

Q

Alignment

0

s

Maj_pas

M aj_drive M aj_access M aj_num_ drive_ access

No

No

No
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15. In a similar manner, the distance of the beginning/ending point of the nearest roadway
curve to the intersection midpoint is measured along the major road using the “Ruler”
tool. This distance is entered in the “Maj_curve” column. A cutoff distance of 500 feet
from the intersection midpoint is used in this example, as it is close to the design
stopping sight distance of 495 feet given a 55 mph design speed on a level roadway
(American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials, 2011). 55 mph
also represents a common speed limit on local roads. If there is no roadway curve within
500 feet of the intersection midpoint on the major road, enter “No”. In addition, the
number of curves within 500 feet of the intersection midpoint along the major road is
input in the “Maj_num_curve” column.
Paste
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O de

30 path

30 polygon
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Clipboard
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16. Finally, the same procedure is followed for inputting data along the minor road. These
data correspond to the minor road’s name (“Min_name”), AADT (“Min_AADT”) and
corresponding year (“Min_AADT_year”), type of traffic control (“Min_control”),
number of lanes (“Min_lanes”), number of legs with dedicated right turn (“Min_right”)
or left turn (“Min_left”) lanes, distance between the intersection midpoint and the
nearest driveway (“Min_drive”) or access point (“Min_access”) within the impact zone,
total number of driveways and/or access points within the impact zone
(“Min_num_drive_access”), distance of the beginning/ending point of the nearest
roadway curve to the intersection midpoint (“Min_curve”), and the number of curves
within 500 feet of the intersection midpoint (“Min_num_curve”).
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C. Segments
Extracting the segment data

The segment data features are included as a part of the linked data files for both the first
and second observers. For the first observer, the segment features are isolated from the
linked data file using the following steps.
1. Open the .csv file in Excel and navigate to the filter under the “Data” tab to select only
the segment features from the linked data file. Highlight the top row and click “Filter”.

Get External
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fi
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2. The segment features are represented under the dropdown “Desc” heading as all of the
entries except for the intersection data. Uncheck any entries representing intersection
traffic controls, which are those beginning with “S”, “Y”, and “N”. Click “OK” when
finished.
A
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1 Time_data • Frame
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3. Copy and paste the segment features to a blank Excel workbook.
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4. For the second observer, all features should be kept except for “I”, which represents
the locations of intersections where lighting is present. Utilize the filter as shown above
for the first observer to remove such observations. Copy and paste the segment features
of the second observer below those of the first observer in the same spreadsheet.
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5. Rearrange the segment features data so that they appear in order by “Frame”. Highlight
the “Frame” cell, navigate to the “Data” tab, and click on “Sort A to Z” (lowest to
highest).
Click “Sort
A to Z”
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All the segment features from the first and second observers should now be grouped together from
the lowest to the highest frame number.
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6. Change the number format of the “Time_data” and ‘Time_coor” columns to
“h:mm:ss.00” format. The process is the same as described previously for intersections.
After completing these steps, the data should appear as follows:
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7. Enter an appropriate name for remembering the file and save it as a .csv in the desired
folder.
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Checking the segment features and locations

The locations of the field-collected segment features should be examined to ensure
accuracy. The following steps detail the process, beginning with the conversion of the
segment .csv file to a .kml file compatible with Google Earth.
1. Run the kml converter software. The software installation process is described
previously for intersections.
a. After opening the software, click “File” and “Select CSV file”.

Select KMVfile

I Generate KMLfile from CSV I

[ GenerateCSV filefrom KML

b. Select the .csv file containing the segment data points. Click “Open”.
r/;} Ope n

CXJ
O·ganize ...

*

Name

Favorites

R! Desktop
Dov-nlo~d:.

'9 RecentP1ace~
3

~

1ihr,ir p,;

.

§c,

f\ewfolder
Date mcdified

T}·pe

Eli]

0

)ize

2/11/2017 U9 P\-1

Mit.ru~urt :Jl1..d C .. ,

1: KB

~ 8 _1_201S_p~rtl_ nt crscction_oppro oc , cs

2/11/2017 U4 P\-1

Microsoft :Xcd C .. ,

: KO

~ 8_1_2015_p~rtl_ ntcr:.cction:;.

2/1(/2017 5,10 P\-1

Microsoft ~cd C...

2 KB

@ Dab34.01 - ~016_10-34 _l nke1

2/lC/2017 11,54 .\M

Micro~oft ~eel C .. ,

7 KB

Qll 8_1_2015_put1

9/8/2016 4:35 pr,.1

Micro1oft :Xcel C...

1,163 KB

~ O,1t.:1~4-01 - i01fiJ 0- ~4

8/1/,0lfi 1 :07 PM

Micrmnft ='lC'rf'I (

fiKR

C:>mputer

C. Win/ (C)
c:a Local Di,k (E:)

2 .pcprefs (\\bridge.ecri.,
CiJ' hall:98 (\\bridge.ecn.p
2 hall:98 (\\myhome.i:a1
.i' A360 Drive

File n~mc- 8 _1_2016_portl_sc~mcnt_doto

csv file:. r
Open

.c:.v)
J

•
J

Cancel

I
J
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The information contained in the .csv file appears in the “File Contents” box.
•..i

Main Program
File

Rle Contents
Time_data.Frame.Desc.latitude.longitude.Beva:ion.Time_coor

10:34:l 1.63. 12.PG.40.49490661..S7.09393923. · 83.743.10:34:11.61
10:35:06.26.295.BS.40.4974523. -87.09402347.183.58.10:35:06.21
10:35:13.07.329.BE.40.49775124. -87.09402921 183.61.10:35:13.01
10:35:19.97.349.D.40.49806616.-87.09403852.184. l 1.10:35:20.01
10:35:19.60.361.US.40.49804843.-87.09403805.184.068. 10:35:19.61
10:35:45.34.474.D .40.49997203.-87.09408252.184.309.10:35:45.42
10:36:10.26.610.UE.40.50203051.-87.09415148. 184.708. 10:36:10.22
10:36:47.31.793.H.40.50483903. -87.0942232.1f.S.465.10:36:47.21
10:36:51.09.811 .US.40.50496653..S7.09422301.185.574.10:36:51.01
10:37:39.03.1047.UE.40.50868401..S7.09429281.188.576.10:37:39.01
10:38:51.57.1404.C.40.51587173.-87.09440999.190.399.10:38:51.60
10:39:52.50.1693.D.40.52300077..S7.09452927 195.369.10:39:52.60
10:40:19.28. 1836.US.40.52547357..S7.09456962.195.154.10:40:19.20
10:40:29.63. 1887.H.40.52637447..S7.09458725 196.01.10:40:29.60
10:40:36.54.1921.UE.40.52679745.-87.09459365.195.509.10:40:36.61
10:41:43. l 1.2238.D.40.53368263..S7.09474195 194.924.10:41:43.20
10:42:27.66.2458.D.40.53838864..S7.09475192 195.12.10:42:27.60
10:42:56.06.2608.C.40.5414526.-87.09476002. 192.696. 10:42:56.00
10:43:13.96.2696.E.40.54326815. -87.09475791.192.833.10:43:14.00
10:43:26.65.2749.D.40.54446324..S7.09475829 193.578.10:43:26.60
10:43:26.68.2749.C.40.54446324..S7.09475829.193.578.10:43:26.60

I Generate KMLfilefrom CSV I

[ Generate CSV filefrom KML

c. Click “Generate KML file from CSV”.
aSJ Ma n Program
fj C

Hie Contents
Tine_data Frame.Desc.Latitude. lonotude. 3evation.Time_coor

10:34:l 1.63. 12.PG.40.49490661.-37.0939o923.183 743. 10::i4:" 1.61
10:35:0,.26.295 B~.40.4974523..S7.tl9402347.183.58 10.35:06.2.
10:35:13.07.329 BE.40.49T,5124.-8,.0S402921.183.61.10:35:13.01
10:~ :l~.~/.:l4~ U.4U.4~8ot'.61~.-8/!.r..lU;J8!>2.184.11 1Us!l:2ti.U·

10:35: 13.60.36 1U5.40.43804M3 ·8:.09403805.184.068. 1035: 19.61
10:35:45.34.474 D.40.4999;203.-37.')9408252.184.303.10:35:45.42
10.36. rn.26.610 UE.40.!i)203051 -87.09415148.184.708.1036. 10.22
1O::lC:47.31.r.>J 11.40.SOW:OOO.·07,)!)42232 105.4GS 1O.JG:4, .2·
10:36:51.09.811 US.40.5)496653 S7.09422301.1S5.574.1036:51.01
10:37:33.00. l0,17.LE.l0.50868-101.-87.09-129281.1,8.576.1•):37:39.01
10·'.\&·51 57. 1401.r..4[15· 511717:t.-&71¥.<44/l!l9!l.1!lll :t'r!l.10·'.\&·51 f,O

10:39:52.50.1693.C.40.523C0077..S,.09452927.195.359.l 0:39 5260
10:40: H.28. 1835.LS.40.52547357..S7.09456962.195.154.1•):40:19.20
10:40:23.63. 1887.~.40.526;7447..S,.09458725.196.01.10:40:29.60
10:40:35.54.1921.LE.40.5267S745.-87.09459365.195.509. llj,,llilliili..,_ _ _ _ _ _ _,.
10:41:43. l l .223,.C.40.53368263..S,.094741:35.194.924.10
10:4Z:2/.~.,4!>;X.40.!>38::,l!llo4.-8dl~/!> H2.1~!>.12.1U:

Click “Generate
file from CSV”

I0:4Z:55.06.260,.C.40.541452>.-37.0947600Z. 132.696. IO:
10:43: H.96.269-5.E.40.54326815.·87.0~75791.192.833.10 KML
10:43:2',.G5.27.t).C.40.5444CJ24.-07.004750W.193.570.1
10:43:2>.68.274'3.C.40.54446324. S7.094iSS29.193.57S.10:43:2

Generate KML file from~

[ Genera:e CS'l file frorr KML
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d. Specify the name and location where to save the .kml file that will be generated.
Click “Save” to generate the file.

00

p

Organize •

New folder
T

1(

Name

Favorites

QI 8_1_2016_partl_intersections_updated
QI 8_1_2016_partl_intersections

11:1 Desktop
Downloads

Date modified

Type

2/11/2017 9:20 AM

KML File

16 KB

2/10/2017 5:32 PM

KML File

22 KB

Size

~ RecentPlaces

(:i Libraries

i!IJ Computer
;U. Win7 (C:)
c, Local Disk (E::
~

.pcprefs (\\ br

'i! hall198 (\\ bri,
2 ha11198 (\\ my

T

File name: [ _1_2016_ artl_se ment_data

I;--------------------------------------------~• I

Save as type: Google KML file (',kml)

~

Hide Folders

'--Sa_v_e_

_,I I...__c_.an_c_e_l _

_,

2. After opening Google Earth, go to “File” and click “Open”.
~
File

-

Edit

View

Tools

Add

----

Help

Open ...

Ctrl+O

Save

RevM
Email

Post to Google Earth Community Forum
View in Google Maps

Ctrl+Alt+M

Print...

Ctrl+P

Import...
Server Sign Out
Disable Automatic Sign-In
Sign in to Maps Engine...

Exit

----

---------

---

--
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3. Select the .kml file containing the segment data features. Click “Open”.
Open

00

p

Organize •

*

~== •

New folder

Eli! 8

T

Favorites

!El Desktop
Downloads

~ RecentPlaces

B

Name

Date modified

Type

QI 8_1_2016_partl_segment_data
QI 8_1_2016_partl_intersections_updated
QI 8_1_2016_partl_intersections

2/11/2017 2:15 PM

KML File

116 K

2/11/ 2017 2:13 PM

KML File

17 K

2/10/ 2017 5:32 PM

KML File

22 K

Size

~ Libraries

,

Computer

C, Win7 (C:)
c::;, Local Disk (E:)

2
2
2

.pcprefs (\\ bridge.ecn,1
hall198 (\\ bridge.ecn.p

ha11198 (\\ myhome.ita1
.;II A360 Drive

~ Network
CIVU212PC01

T

Filename:

(

'=================~'~
"================='
1 2016 artl se ment data

•I IGoogle Earth ( •.kml •.kmz •.et, • I
Open

II

Cancel

I

The segment data features now appear on the map and are listed under the “Temporary Places” on
the left side of the screen. Each data feature is represented by its type, followed by an underscore
and the corresponding video frame number. To reveal the list of data features, click the small arrow
as shown below.
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Click arrow to
reveal data features
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4. If not done so already, adjust the default view so that it is not tilted when zooming into
a data point, but rather looks directly down on a point. This is discussed in detail in the
intersections section.
5. The segment data points may now be moved to the appropriate locations, as necessary.
Zoom in on the first data point, right click it, and navigate to “Properties”. The
following “Edit Placemark” dialogue box appears.
94043
Get Direcbcms History

T

Places

•

✓

t>

HE

My Places

0 E:l

Sightseeing Tour
Make sure 3D Buildings

Zone:

,. 0 0 Temporary Places
• Ill~ U:\ Data processing and eictraction\ Data\8_1_20...
• ill El U:\ Data processing and extraction\ Data\8_1_..,

IT
ill ,
Ill /
ill ,

Northing: 4482693.60 m N

Description

BS_295
BE_329

Style, Color

[ Add link...

View

Altitude

[ Add image .. .

D_349
U5_361

01

0_474

[ti /

UE_610
H_793
U5_811
UE_1047
c_1404
D_1693
U5_1836
H_1887
UE_1921
D_2238

Ill I
Ill I
ill ,
llJ ,
Ill I
llJ ,
llJ ,
llJ ,
llJ ,

16 T

Easting: '192039. 56 m E

layer is checked

LBiJ

@]ID
T Layers

• rJ @

Primary Database

~ [E] ~ Voyager
t;).

fri il,'.)

A ....rrlor.-

::1 nrl

I :oh0I.-

L-_ OK
_ _..) [

Cancel
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Based on the aerial image, the point may be dragged to the appropriate location. The point’s
coordinates are automatically updated in the process. Click “OK” to accept the changes. Repeat
the process for each of the data points. The figure below shows an example before and after moving
the points representing the starting and ending of a roadside barrier (“BS” and “BE”, respectively).
Before

After

Before and after moving the starting and ending points of a roadside barrier
Note that the locations where data points of each type should be located are described in detail in
the data collection section.
The data collection route was developed in such a way that there should only be one point
for each of the segment features under consideration. However, there may be cases where multiple
points were marked for the same segment feature. In such cases, the data point with the lower
video frame number is retained and the data point with the higher video frame number is removed
by right clicking on it and selecting “Delete”.
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6. Once all the data points are accounted for, right click on the imported points under the
“Temporary Places” and click on “Save Place As…”.
ex: 9"1043
Get Directions History

•

Places

"' IQ] ~ My Places
I> ~ EJ

Sightseeing Tour
Make sure 3D Buildings
layer is checked

"' ~ 0 Temporary Places
"' ~ f!!) U:\ Data processing and extraction\ Data\ 8_1_20...
• g~

a proc
PG_12

' Iii ~
i'tl /

liJ /

Iii /
['t] /

Ii] /
Iii /

Cut

D_349
US_361
D_474

Delete

UE_610
H_793
US_811
UE_1047
c_1,04

liJ /

Iii /
['t] /

Iii I

~~-

Add

BS_295
BE_329

Copy

Delete Contents
Rename
Save to My Place!.
Save Place As...

~/
~/
['t] /

D_1693
US_1836
H_1887

Post to Google Earth Community Forum

Iii /

UE_1921
D_2238

Snapshot View

liJ /

~

Email...

SortA-Z
Properties

.., Layers
~ Primary Database
Voyager

t> I:] ~
t>

IE]

f

r:J QJ

Borders and Labels
Places

7. In the dialogue box that appears, navigate to the desired folder location, give the file a
name that clearly distinguishes it from the original segment features file, and save it
as a .kml.

~

Name

Date modified

Type

Desktop

~ 8_1_2016_partl_segme nt_d at a

2/11/2017 2:15 PM

KML File

116 KB

Downloads

Q'.J 8_1_2016_partl_intersections_updated

2/11/2017 2:13 PM

KML File

17 KB

2/10/ 2017 5:32 PM

KML File

22 KB

:C Favorites
~ RecentPlaces
,_

8_1_2016_partl_int ersections

Size

Libraries

111Jl Com put er

Q. Win7 (C:)
LIi Local Disk (E::

2

.pcprefs [\\br

~

hall198 [\\bri,

~ hall198 [\\my

;,. A360 Drive

File name:

3_1_2016_ artl_se ment_data_u dated

Save as type: Kml (".km O

~------------------------------------------~

•

Hide Folders

~-Sa_v_e_~I

~I__c_a_n c_e_l_~
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Length of segment features

Next, the user should measure the distances between the starting and ending points for data
of the following types: roadside barriers (“BS” and “BE”), utility pole lines (“US” and
“UE”), and forested right-of-ways (“FS” and “FE”). The length of bridges (“BR”) should
also be measured. These lengths are entered into a .csv file containing the adjusted
locations of the segment data points discussed in the previous section. The following steps
describe the process, beginning with the conversion of the Google Earth .kml file to a .csv
file.
1. Run the kml converter software.
a. After opening the software, click “File” and “Select KMV file”.
.., Main Program

File
Select C"N file

File Contents

Select KMVfile

I Generate KMLfile from CSV

[ Generate CSVfilefrom KML
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b. Select the .kml file containing the updated segment data points with adjusted
locations. Click “Open”.
"' Open

00
Organize ..,

*.m

New folder
Date modified

Type

QI 8_1_2016_part1_segment_data_updated

2/11/ 2017 3:21 PM

KML File

80 KB

QI 8_1_2016_partl_segment_data
QI 8_1_2016_partl_intersections_updated
QI 8_1_2016_partl_intersections

2/11/2017 2:15 PM

KML File

116 KB

2/11/ 2017 2:13 PM

KML File

17 KB

2/10/ 2017 5:32 PM

KML File

22 KB

Name

Favorites
Oc~klUfJ

Downloads

'r.ll RecentPlaces

Size

~ Libraries

,-':I Computer
~ Win7 (C:)

o
2
2
2

Local Disk (E:)
.pcprefs (\\ bridge.ecn,1
hall198 (\\ bridge.ecn.p
ha11198 (\\ myhome.ita1

_,. A360 Drive

File name: [· _1_2016_ artl_se ment_data_u dated

•

J

IKMLfiles (".kml)
..___o_pe_" __,I

1

Cancel

I
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The information contained in the .kml file appears in the “File Contents” box.
aS) M ain Program

File
File Contents
<"xml version=" l.O" encoding="UTF.S"?>
<kml xmlns="http://www.opengis.net/kml/2.2" xmlns:gx="http://www.google.com/kml/ ext/2.2" xmlns:kml="http://www.opengis.net/kml/2.2"
xmlns:atom='http://www.w3.org/2005/Atom">
<Document>
<name>8_ 1_201S_part 1_segment_data_updated.kml<lname>
<Style id="sn_ylw-pushpin">
<lconStyle>
<scale>1.1 </scale>
<Icon>
<href >http://maps.google.com/ mapfiles/kml/ pushpin/ylw-pushpin.png<lhref >
</Icon>
<hotSpot x="20" y="2" xunlts="pixels" yunlts="pixels"/>
<llconStyle>
<LineStyle>
<color>ff 0000! </color>
<width>4</width>
<IUneStyle>
</Style>
<Style id="sn_ylw-pushpinO" >
<lconStyle>
<scale>1.1 </scale>

I Generate KMLfile from CSV I

0

Generate CSVfilefrom KML

c. Click “Generate CSV file from KML”.
aS) M ain Pro~ram

Hie

File Conlents
<"xml version=" l.O" encoding="UTF.S"?>
<kml xmh$- 'http://www.opengi$.nel/kml/2.2" xmln$:gx- "http://V\'WW.google.com/kml/cxt/2.2" xmln$:kml- "http://NWW .opengi$.nel/kni/2.2"

O

xmlns:atom='http://www.w3.org/2005/Atom">
<Document>
<name>8_ 1_201S_part 1_segment_data_updated.kml<lname>
<Style id="sn_ylw-pushpin">
<lconStyle>
<scale >l.1 <./scale >

<Icon>
<href >http //maps.google.com/ mapfiles/kml/ pushpin/ylw-pushpin.png<lhiol>
</Icon>
<hotSpot x="20" y="2" xunlts="pixels" yunlts="pixels"/>
<llconSl)1e>
<LineStvle>
<color>ffOOOOf<lcolor>
<width>4</width>
<IUneSl)!e>
</Style>
<Style id="sn_ylw-pushpinO" >
<lconStyle>
<scale>1.1 </scale>

Generate KML file 1rom CSV

Click “Generate CSV
file from KML”
Generate CSVfile from KML
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d. Specify the name and location where to save the .csv file that will be generated.
Click “Save”.

Organize ,..

*

Favorites

!l!I Desktop
Downloads

Fl

~ RecentPlaces

t,i

Libraries

,

~--

New folder
Name

Date modified

Type

@ 8_1_2016_partl

9/8/ 2016 4:35 PM

Microsoft Excel C...

1,163 KB

2/11/ 2017 1:34 PM

Microsoft Excel C...

1 KB

2/10/ 2017 5:19 PM

Microsoft Excel C...

2 KB

2/11/ 2017 1:49 PM

Microsoft Excel C...

11 KB

8/1/ 2016 1:07 PM

Microsoft Excel ( ...

6 KB

2/10/ 2017 11:54 AM

Microsoft Excel C...

7 KB

® 8_1_2016_partl._intersection_approaches
® 8_1_2016_partl._intersections
® 8_1_2016_partl_segm ent_data
® Data34-01-2016_10-34
® Data34-01-2016_10-34_Linked

.

~

Size

Computer
~

Winl (C:)

ca Local Disk (L

2

.pcprefs (\\br

Ii" hall198 (\\ bri,
2' hall198 (\\ m~ •
Fle name: [

t • •.

·I

Save as type: [ Comma Delimited file r .csv)

..__s._v_,_..,)

.. Hide Folders

I

I

Concc l

2. Open the .csv file that is generated in Excel. Enter an additional column named
“Length”.
8 ~ .

;

File

.a.

Insert
J(,Cut

[j IF~ Copy

B

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

12
13

Review

View

9

Tell me what you want to do...

r}:,W,ap Tein

I

.!!. •

r;;

General

- - - - - - - - - .rge & Center
Font

X

A
1

Data

Calibri

Format Painter

01

Formulas

•

Paste

Clipboard

Page Layout

✓

B

ID
Latitude
PG 12
40.4946523
BS_ 295
40.4977163
BE_329
40.4977163
0 _349
40.4980662
US_361
40.4980484
0_ 474
40.499972
UE_610
40.5020305
40.504839
H_793
40.5049665
US_811
UE 1047
40.508684
C_ 1404
40.5158717
D 1693
40.5230008

f,.

r;;

Enter “Length”
column

$

% •
Number

Length

C
Longitude

-87.0907984
-87.093799
-87.093799
-87.0940385
-87.0940381
-87.0940825
-87.0941515
-87.0942232
-87.094223
-87.0942928
-87.09441
-87.0945293

D

F

G

H

+

0

00

oc

+.C
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3. Open Google Earth, go to “File”, and click “Open”.
SfGoogle Earth Pro
File

Edit

View

Tools

Add

Help

Open ...

Ctrl•O

Save

Revert
Email
Post to Google Earth Community Forum
View in Google Maps

Ctrl•Alt•M

Print...

Ctrl•P

Import...
Server Sign Out
Disable Automatic Sign-In
Sign in to Maps Engine...
Exit

4. Select and open the .kml file with the updated segment data points (same data that is in
the .csv file which is already open).

Organize •

:t Favorites
ID D6ktop
Downloads

i:J RecentPlaces
-

1:: •

New folder

Type

Eli!

Nam e

Date modrfied

Size

~ 8_1_2016_partl_segment_data_updated

2/11/2017 3:21 PM

KML File

80 K

~ 8_1_2016_partl_segment_data

2/11/2017 2:15 PM

KML File

116 K

iilJ 8_1_2016_partl_intersections_updated
ii1J 8_1_2016_partl_intersections

2/11/ 2017 2:13 PM

KML File

17K

2/10/ 2017 5:32 PM

KML File

22 K

Libraries

Computer

Q, Win7(C:)
u1

Local Disk (E:)

2

.pcprefs (\\ bridge.ecn,1

S,- hall198 (\\ bridge.ecn.p
(7J!! hall198 (\\myhome.ita1
A360 Drive

~ Network
CNU212PC01
Filename:

1 2016 artl se ment data u dated

• IGoogle Earth ( *.km! *.kmz •.et, •
Open
! I Cancel I
J
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5. Adjust Google Earth and Excel as desired so that both are visible simultaneously.
;a., c

IQ, ~ !!II] T

~- ~ ~

5°"

folte<

~

1' ~,. IL? ~ •

c:~-

Whaffewtt.OROu!J....

~-si....

.

c..t a,....si- ( O Rf t - ·

,,_
• a!i.~

11

MyPIKos

.JCI ~
~,1,;, ...,.31>Blllldingo;
,.., .. ...M<~od

• .leltempo,..,y~..
7 ~ 1_1.)0l,..,.,u_~-

l

ID

2

PG_12

lat itude

40.4977163

4 8 E_ 329
0_349

40.49771 63 -87.093799
40.4980662 -87.0940385

9

•

~

l',fflMy~

.,..o ~

.-·
.....

fl flordm-llbeh

,!:l ., ,t.ot.:,.,
,rfll Xl~
U Ocun

Q v,,·.......
►

rl* Glluy
t ) Glcb.1.............

flll Mor,

-87.093799

U5_361

40.-4980484 -87.0940381

o_◄1◄

40.499972 -87.0940825
40.5020305 •87.0941515

UE_610

c,•

longitude
Length
40.4946523 -87.0907984

3 6S_295

H_ 793

40.504839 · 87.0942232

10 US_811

40.~9665

11 U E_l047
12 (_1404

40.508684 · 87.0942928
40. 5158717
-87.09441

-87.094221

13 0_1693

40.5230008 -87.0945293

14 US_1836
1s lH_1887

40.5254736 -87.0945696
◄0.5263745 -s7.094SS73

16 UE_1921 40.5267975 -87.0945937
17 0 _ 2238
18 0 _ 2458
19 ( _ 2608

40.5336826 -87.094742
40.5383886 •87.0947519
40.5414526

-87.09476

20 E_2696

40.5432682 -87.0947579

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

40.5444632
40.5444632
40.S447344
40.S447524
40.55S8216
40.5566766
40.5572306
40.5621 u s
40.5628923
40.562894
40.5629208
40.5629616

0 _ 2749
(_2749
E_2763
0_2765
H_3321
H_ 3368
pp_3396
0 _ 3648
0 _3817
H_l84l
H_4216
H 4690

-87.0947S8]
-87.0947S8l
-87.0947567
-87.0947567
-87.0949889
-87.0950213
-87.0950393
•87.095236
-87.0940434
·87.0937896
· 87.0856192
-87.0761188
-------, I_J. 2011_,.rt.1~-_dau llfld

====~--,

C.
(£C-""°":,:i'[

r,

..

el -

6. Utilize the “Ruler” tool to measure the lengths between the starting and ending points
of the different data types mentioned at the beginning of this section. Enter the lengths
into the .csv file. Examples are seen below for each case.
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Roadside barrier

≈ 108 feet

ID

Latitude

Longitude

PG 12

40.4946523

-87. 0907984

BS 295

40.4977163

-87.093799

108

BE_329

40.4977163

-87.093799

108

D_349

40.4980662

-87.0940385

US_361

40.4980484

-87.0940381

D_474

40.499972

-87. 0940825

UE_610

40.5020305

-87.0941515

H_793

40.504839

-87.0942232

Length

,

Enter the
length here

I
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Utility pole lines

≈ 1446 feet

-

ID

Latitude

PG 12

D 474
UE_610
H_793
I IC

/I(\

B5_295
BE 329
D 349
us 361

011

40.4946523
40.4977163
40.4977163
40.4980662

Length

-87.0907984
-87.093799
108
-87.093799
108
-87.0940385
40.4980484 -87.0940381 1446
-87.0940825
40.499972
40.5020305 -87.0941515 1446
40.504839
-87.0942232

-

"\

Longitude

~()/100::::0::::~

o, nn11,,J

Enter the
length here
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Forested right-of-way

M,r I ,-....:th

≈ 439 feet

•
ID
Latitude
Longitude
Length
FS 9197 40. 5409397 -87.0469994 439 ,
D 9239 40. 5414524 -87.0470177
FE 9290 40. 5421456 -87.0470439 439

Enter the
length here

I
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Bridge

≈ 54 feet

Lo ngit ude

Lengt h

D- 15797 40.5554102

-.86.991847

BR- 15852 40. 554388

-86. 9918724

D- 15979 40.5521166

-86. 9919416

544

ID

Lat it ude

Enter the
length here

I
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As the road changes direction, certain features tend to follow the road’s alignment. In such cases,
the “Path” tab on the “Ruler” should be selected and the lengths measured by marking points which
follow the roadway alignment between the starting and ending points. An example is shown below
for a forested right-of-way.

≈ 634 feet

ID

Latitude

i, FS 20223 40.4758423

Longit ude

Length

-87.0008059 634

' ID 20250 40.4757624 -87.0007396
~

ID 20275 40.475693

~

1H 20348 40.4756853 -86.9994517

1
)

-87.0004578

FE 20433 40.4 750292 -86. 9992716 634
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7. After all the lengths have been measured, fill in the blanks in the “Length” column
using “NA”. The blanks represent segment features for which length is not applicable
(for example, driveways). The blanks may be quickly identified by using the “Filter”
tool under the “Data” tab to deselect all entries except the “(Blanks)”.

ii
From From
Access Web

From From Other
Text Sources·

~

Ei] Show Queries

l::!J:I !fl! From Table

Existing
Connections

Get External Data

H
H

[E Prof)ert1es
Refresh ,..,.
All•
Edit Links

New
Query. C'0 Recent Sources
Get & Transform

Rei

Filter

"'r,· Ad
Sort & Filter

Connections

Ix

17

B

A __J
•
1 ID
2 PG- 12
3 B5_295
4 BE_329
5 0_349
6 US_361
7 0_474
8 UE_610
9 H_793
10 US_811
11 UE_1047
12 (_1404
13 0_1693
14 US_ 1836
15 H_1887
16 UE_1921
17 D_2238

C

Latitude

4d!

.Sort Smallest to Largest

4C H

S2rt Largest to Smallest

4(

Sort by Color

4( "!';

4(
4(

e b

F

G

..,_

L

H

• Length •

e gth

Fo

4(

E

D

[:] Longitude

LO ".:'

Number filters
Search

4(

Deselect the lengths
and select “(blanks)”

4(

4(
4(

4(
4(

r

4(

4(
1 1 Cancel

OK

4(

8. Type “NA” in the first entry of the “Length” column and copy and paste for the
remaining blank entries. Save the file when finished.

I

From

From

From From Other

Access Web

Text

Sources•

Existing

Connections

Get & Transform

Get External Data

05

f,,

ID

NA

B

A

1

En Show Que ries

~ Ill From Table
New
Query.,. L'
0 Recent Sources

[:) Latitude

2

PG 12

4 0.4946523 -87.0907984

5

D_ 349

4 0.4980662

-87. 0940385

7
9

D_4 74

40.499972

-87. 0940825

H_ 793

40.504839

-87.0942232

-

10 C_ 1404

4 0.5158717 -87.09441

11 D_ 1693

40.5230008 -87.094 5293

12 H_ 1887

4 0.5263745

13 D 2238

40.5336826 -87.09474 2

NA
NA

-87. 094 5873

NAl

(?,~

Refresh
All •

I

Co
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APPENDIX B. STATISTICAL MODELING INPUT AND OUTPUT

SAS INPUT
*Creating crash bins
DATA Intersections_2;
SET Intersections;
IF (PDO_crashes=0) THEN PDO = 0;
IF (PDO_crashes>0 and PDO_crahses<4) THEN PDO = 1;
IF (PDO_crashes>3 and PDO_crahses<9) THEN PDO = 2;
IF (PDO_crashes>8) THEN PDO = 3;
IF (FI_crashes=0) THEN FI = 0;
IF (FI_crashes>0 and FI_crashes<5) THEN FI = 1;
IF (FI_crashes>4) THEN FI = 2;
RUN;
*Model with continuous AADT;
PROC QLIM DATA= Intersections_2;
MODEL PDO = AADT AADT_2 Three_legs_ind Divided_ind Trees_brush_ind
Major_drive_access_ind;
MODEL FI = AADT AADT_2 Three_legs_ind Divided_ind Trees_brush_ind
Major_drive_access_ind;
ENDOGENOUS PDO FI ~ DISCRETE;
NLOPTIONS maxiter=1000 maxfunc=10000;
OUTPUT OUT = Intersections_3 PROBALL;
RUN;
*Model with categorical AADT;
PROC QLIM DATA= Intersections_2;
class AADT_cat AADT_2_cat;
MODEL PDO = AADT_cat AADT_2_cat Three_legs_ind Trees_brush_ind
Major_drive_access_ind;
MODEL FI = AADT_cat AADT_2_cat Three_legs_ind Trees_brush_ind
Major_drive_access_ind;
ENDOGENOUS PDO FI ~ DISCRETE;
NLOPTIONS maxiter=1000 maxfunc=10000;
OUTPUT OUT = Intersections_4 PROBALL;
RUN;
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SAS OUTPUT
Model with continuous AADT
The QLIM Procedur-e
Discrete Response Profile of PDO
Index

Tota I Frequency

Value

107

0

104

2

3

2

57

4

3

45

Discrete Response Pr-ofile of FI
Index

Value

Total Fr-equency

164

0

2

117

3

32

Model Fit Summar-y

2

Number of Endog:enous Variables
Endog:enous Variable

PDO ~

313

Number- of Obser-vat ions
Log: Likelihood

-549.29161

Maximum Absolute Gradient

1.83447E-~

Number of Iterations

40

Optimization Method

Quasi-Newton

AIG

1135

Schwarz Criterion

1202

Algorithm converged.

P arameter Estimates

Par-ameter-

Standard

Approx

DF Estimate

Err-or-

t Value Pr > ltl

-0.067736

0.135260

- 0.50

0.6165

PDO.AADT

0.221971

0.034859

6.37

<0001

PDO.AADT_2

0.982840

0 1n 887

5.53

<0001

PDO.Three_lecs_ind

-0.405802

0,139432

- 2.91

0,0036

PDO.Divided_ind

- 15 43286

0.473574

-3.26

0.0011

3,66

0,0003

PDO.lnte,-cept

PDO.Trees_brush_ind

0506967

0.138619

PDQ.Major_drive_access_ind

0.473424

0.143454

3.30

0.0010

_Limit2.PDO

1.160167

0.098754

11.75

<.0001

_Limit3.PDO

2.101234

0.138748

15.14

<.0001

FI.Interc ept

-0.396254

0.140445

-2.82

0.0048

FLAADT

0.160735

O.CX33636

4.78

<.0001

FLAADT_2

0.879625

0.151515

5.81

<.0001

Fl Three _lees_in d

-0.504219

0.150443

- 3,35

0,0008

FI.Divided_ind

- 1.030587

0.464640

-2.22

0.0266

F1-T rees_brush_ind

0.272202

0.1 4926 1

1.82

0.0682

FLMajor_df'ive_acce ss_ind

0.333169

0.153756

2.17

0.0302

_Limit2_FI

1.650773

0.138150

11.95

<.0001

_Rho

0.479871

0,065872

7.28

<.0001
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Model with categorical AADT
The QLDA Procedure
Discrete Response Profile of POD
Index

Value

Total Frequency

107
104
57

45
Discrete Response Profile of FI
Index

Value

Total Frequency

164
117
32
Class Level Information
Class

Levels Values
1 23

AADT_cat

3

AADT_2_cat

3 123

Model Fit Summary
Number of Endogenous Variables

L~------1
POO FI

Endogenous Variable

313

Number of Observations
Log Likelihood

-527.21669

Maximum Absolute Gradient

2.33767E-6

Number of Iterations

38

Optimization Method

Quasi-Newton

1094

AIC

1169

Schwarz Criterion

Algorithm converged.

Parameter Ei.timates
Parameter

OF

Estimate

Standard
Approx
Error t Value Pr > ltl

PDQ .Intercept

1.839627

0 .198203

9.28

(.0001

POO .AAOT_cat

- 1.358086

0.172556

- 7.87

<.0001

- 0.796589

0.173552

- 4.59

<.0001

POO .AAOT_cat

2

POO .AAOT_cat

3

0

0
- 0.947182

0.193221

- 4.90

<.0001

- 0.461881

0.192108

- 2.40

0.0162

- 0.349888

0.139168

- 2.5 1

0.011 9

PDQ .Trees_brush_ind

0.518417

0.139522

3.72

0.0002

PDQ .Major_drive_access_ind

0.427380

0.1449 11

2.95

0.0032

_Umit2.POO

1.252339

0.107337

11.67

( .0001

_limit3.PDO

2.184670

0 .142088

15.38

(.0001

FI.Intercept

1.499047

0 .208954

7.17

(.0001

FLAADT_cat

- 0.955604

0 .185670

- 5.15

(.0001

- 0.691983

0 .189937

- 3.64

0.0003

POO .AAOT_2_cat
POO .AAOT_2_cat

2

POO .AAOT_2_cat

3

0

PDQ .Three_lecs_ind

FLAADT_cat

2

FI.AAOT_cat

3

0

0

0
-1.366683

0 .2 14434

- 6.37

(.0001

- 0.756732

0 .206296

- 3.67

0.0002

-0.4 11695

0 .152278

-2.70

0.0069

FLTrees_brush_ind

0269906

0 .152322

1 77

00764

FLMajor_ddve_access_ind

0.262196

0 .157676

1.66

0.0963

_limit2.FI

1.787067

0 .150293

11.89

(.0001

_Rho

0.440228

0 .060063

6.47

(.0001

FLAADT_2 _cat

FLAADT_2_cat

2

FLAAOT_2 _cat

3

FI.Three_lecs_ind

0

0
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GEODA RESULTS
Connectivity histogram for number of neighbors

10

13

16

19

22

Number of Neighbors

Moran’s I – Continuous AADT
PDO residuals
Lforan>e : 0.0-o;os· o
I

I
I
I
I
I
0

permutations: 999
pseudo p.v alue: 0.3TTOOO
0

·• I

'l,
0

'

>< +-------~---+----~--~---no

"I~

-4 0f+

0 1f+
PDO ,es~u

4 00

I: 0.0051 E[Q: -0.0032 mean: -0.0030 sd: 0.0271 z-value: 0.2972
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FI residuals
Moran's I: -0.0471572

8
0

pe rmuta lions: 999
pseudo p-value: 0:037000

0

------

O

_

___Q_ _ _

0

8

o +------.--------r-~ ----r--------.-----,
'i:10.00

-6.00

- 2.00

2.00

6.00

10.00

I: -0.0472 f[q: -0.0032 meari: -0.0029 sd: 0.0273 z-va lue: - 1.6236

Fl_residua

Moran’s I - Categorical AADT
PDO residuals
Morar's I: 0.0323302

0
0

'.;

0
0

N

I
I
I
I
I

lo o

permutatioris: 999
pseudo p-v a1ue: 0.101000

0 0

oo'
00

o
0

0

O +----,-----,----+---,-----r----,
(9-6.00

-4.00

-2.00

0.00
PJO_residu

2.00

4.00

6.00

I: 0.0323 E[O: -0.0032 meari: -0.0034 sd: 0.0264 z-va lue: 1.3514
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FI residuals
Moran's I: -0.00481382

8

'"

I
I

permutations: 999
pseudo 1)-Value: 0.493000

I
o

I
I
Io
0

'l,

8

'7

8
a; + - - - ~ ~ - - ~ - - - + - - - ~ ~ - - ~ - - ~
'-9 .00

-6.00

- 3.00

0.00
Fl_residua

3.00

6 .00

9 .00

I: ~o.0048 E[q: -0.0032 mean: -0.0038 sd: 0.0262 z-value: -0.0397
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